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Chapter 27
Hausa
Paul Newman
West African Languages Institute, Indiana University
0. Introduction
Hausa is a Chadic language with an estimated 40 million speakers in
northern Nigeria and southern Niger. It is also spoken as a mother tongue
in scattered communities elsewhere in Africa, for example, in Ghana and
in the Blue Nile area of Sudan. During the past twenty or so years, it has
undergone rapid expansion into areas outside the limits of traditional
Hausaland, both as a first language, primarily among former speakers of
small minority languages, and as a lingua franca.
Hausa is characterized by extremely rich morphology involving prefix-
ation, suffixation, infixation, reduplication, and modifications in tone and
vowel length. The sketch here is not intended to be comprehensive, but
rather is limited to some of the more important and/or more interesting
formations, primarily in nouns and verbs.1
The morphology is quite complex, but it appears even more complex
than it actually is. This is because of the operation of historical and syn-
chronic phonological rules that produce aberrant surface forms.2 For ex-
ample, the relationship of the singular gir ~gije ⁄ ‘cloud’ to the plural gìza ⁄gìzai
at first sight appears highly tenuous. However, the plural simply mani-
fests the regular plural formative C1V1C2aC1V1C2ai, which is used with a
number of reduplicated singular nouns. In this case the underlying form
//gizgize ⁄// is not transparently reduplicated because of the application of
1. We are fortunate to have three large-scale and reliable Hausa reference grammars to
which the reader is referred for fuller details. These are Jaggar (2001), Newman (2000), and
Wolff (1993). Hausa can also boast two remarkable dictionaries, namely Abraham (1962)
and Bargery (1934), both of which are filled with rich morphological information.
2. Transcription note: Hausa segments have standard phonetic values with the follow-
ing modifications: (i) c and j represent /ch/ and /j/ as in Eng. church and judge, respectively;
(ii) the digraph sh has the value of English shush; (iii) The digraph ts is usually pronounced
as a glottalized/ejective sibilant [s’]; (iv) the apostrophe ’ indicates glottal stop: by conven-
tion, it is omitted in word-initial position; (v) r ~ represents a rolled alveolar R, which con-
trasts with a retroflex flap indicated by the unmarked r symbol, e.g., far ~ka ⁄ ‘awaken’ vs.
fàrka ‘paramour’; (vi) Low (L) tone is indicated by a grave accent, e.g., à, falling (F) tone by
a circumflex accent, e.g., â, whereas high (H) tone is left unmarked; (vii) long vowels are
indicated by means of a macron, e.g., a, except when occurring with falling tone (which
only occurs on heavy syllables), e.g., yâra ‘children’ F–H, long-long.
In examples, double slant lines (//) indicate phonologically deep, underlying represen-
tations, e.g., //tawsi// = /taushi/ ‘softness’. The asterisk * is only used to show historically
earlier forms; to indicate ungrammatical or non-occurring forms, I employ the symbol ‡,
e.g., “The plural of ∫auna (< *∫akna) ‘buffalo’ is ∫aka ⁄ne, not ‡∫awa ⁄ne.”
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678 Paul Newman
two phonological rules, namely rhotacism of alveolar obstruents in syl-
lable final position and palatalization of z before front vowels. Similarly,
kunci ⁄ ‘cheek’ (where c in the standard orthography adopted here = [ch]) has
the strange looking plural kumàr ~matu. Again, appearances notwithstand-
ing, the morphological formation is in accordance with a regular template,
C1VC2àC3C2aC3u. This operates on an underlying singular form //kumti ⁄//
which has undergone assimilation of m to n before t, and palatalization of
t to c before the front vowel. The rhotacism rule (t Æ r ~) operates here in the
plural form. When all the phonological rules have been applied or un-
done, one ends up with the sg./pl. pair kunci ⁄ / kumàr ~matu, which can now
be recognized as being morphologically normal (cf. dutse ⁄ [< //duwtse ⁄//], pl.
duwàr ~watsu).
The essential phonological rules that one needs to keep in mind in or-
der to understand morphological formations are the following:
a. Palatalization. Before front vowels, s, z, t, and w Æ sh, j, c, and y, re-
spectively, e.g., tasa ⁄ ‘plate’, pl. tasoshi (< //tasosi//). Words with surface pal-
atals followed by a front vowel generally depalatize if the conditioning
vowel is replaced by a non-front vowel in the derived form, e.g., algàshi
‘green’, pl. àlgàsai. The voiced stop d also palatalizes to j, with resulting
neutralization of the z/d contrast, but less regularly than in the case of the
z Æ j change.
b. Vocalization. In syllable-final position, the semivowels /w/ and /y/ sur-
face as /u/ and /i/, respectively, e.g., bawa ⁄ ‘slave’, bàuta (< //bàwta//) ‘sla-
very’; sàya ‘buy’, sàisaya ⁄ (< //sàysaya ⁄//) ‘buy many things or many times’.
c. Rhotacism. In reduplicated forms, syllable-final alveolar obstruents
rhotacize to rolled r ~, e.g., mur ~mutù (< //mutmutù//) ‘die (of many people
or one after the other)’; cf. mutù ‘die’. This change is in accordance with
the Law of Codas in Reduplication (LaCoRe), which has the same output
as the historical change known as “Klingenheben’s Law” but which oper-
ates in a somewhat different manner (see Newman 2004).
d. Assimilation. Syllable-final nasals assimilate to the position of fol-
lowing abutting consonants, e.g., kurunta ⁄ (< //kurumta ⁄//) ‘deafness’; cf.
kurma ‘deaf’.
e. Gemination. As provided by LaCoRe, in reduplicated words syllable-
final “grave” obstruents, i.e., labials and velars, geminate with the follow-
ing consonant, e.g., basussuka ⁄ (< //basuksuka ⁄//) ‘debts’.
f. Vowel shortening and centralization. In closed syllables, long vowels au-
tomatically become short, e.g., gurgu ⁄ ‘lame’ + -nta abstract suffix Æ gùrgùnta
(not ‡gùrgu ⁄nta) ‘lameness’. In addition, short /e/ and /o/ generally central-
ize and merge with /a/, palatalization and labialization often being pre-
served on the preceding consonant, e.g., gor ~ò ‘kolanut’ + pl. suffix -Ca
(HLH) Æ //gor ~r ~a// (HLH) Æ gôr ~r ~a Æ g+âr ~r ~a ‘kolanuts’.
As far as morphology itself is concerned, two major principles apply.
First, in most morphological formations, the final vowel of the stem is
dropped whenever a suffix (or other right-added morphological material)
is appended, e.g., taga ⁄ ‘window’ + -oCi pl. Æ tag+oCi Æ tagogi ‘windows’.
Second, most suffixal morphological formatives are “tone integrating.”
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Hausa 679
What this means is that the tone melody of the formative, which applies
in a right to left fashion, becomes a property of the entire resulting word,
thereby overriding any original lexical tone, e.g., ja ⁄ki (L-H) ‘donkey’ + -una ⁄
(H-L) pl. Æ jakuna ⁄ (H-L) ‘donkeys’; makar ~anta (all H) ‘school’ + -u (L-H) pl.
Æ màkàr ~àntu (L-H) ‘schools’.3
As mentioned above, Hausa makes use of numerous processes for mor-
phological inflection and derivation. Of the various affixes employed, suf-
fixes are the more common. These typically have the shape -V, -VCV, -CV,
or, less often -(V)CVCV. Sometimes the suffixes are fully specified, but for-
matives commonly occur where the vowels are spelled out fully but the
consonants take their shape by copying the preceding consonant; cf. ko-
guna ⁄ ‘rivers’, where the plural suffix -una ⁄ is specified as such, with wura ⁄re
‘places’ or duma ⁄me ‘gourds’, where both vowels in the plural suffix -a ⁄Ce are
specified but the underspecified consonant is determined by copying the
final consonant of the stem. By contrast, in the case of prefixes, all of
which have the shape CV-, both the consonants and the vowels are set,
e.g., Bàlar ~abe ⁄ ‘an Arab’, which contains the straightforward ethnonymic
prefix bà-.
Reduplication is extremely prevalent in Hausa morphology. Full redu-
plication occurs, as in the plurals of some loanwords, e.g., jojì ‘judge’, pl.
jojì-jojì; but it is much less common than partial, usually CVC, reduplica-
tion. Partial reduplication sometimes functions as a morphological forma-
tive in its own right, as in the pluractional kirkira ‘call many or often’
(from kira ‘call’), but it also accompanies affixal markers, e.g., jakunkuna ⁄
‘bags’ (< jàka ‘bag’) with antepenultimate CVC reduplication accompany-
ing the -una ⁄ (H-L) plural suffix.
1. Nouns
1.1. Inflection
Nouns are inflected for plurality and definiteness.
1.1.1. Plurality
Hausa is well known for the complexity of its plural formation. Although
the relationship between the singular and the plural is lexically deter-
mined and cannot be assigned by rule, the choice of individual plural
forms is partially predictable from the canonical shape of the correspond-
ing singular. For example, a disyllabic word with H-H tone and a light first
syllable is likely to form its plural using the -aCe (H-L-H) suffix, e.g., kara
‘cornstalk’, pl. kara ⁄re, whereas a disyllabic feminine word with H-L tone
ending a is likely to form its plural using the -oCi (all H) suffix, e.g., dabba ⁄
‘animal’, pl. dabbobi. On the surface there are over forty different plural
formations; however, these can be reduced to a much smaller number of
basic types/classes defined primarily in terms of the vowels and the tone.
3. Whenever, as here, the suffixal formative is specified with two tones but the result-
ing word has more than two, the right-most tone attaches to the right-most syllable and
the other tone spreads from right to left over all of the remaining syllables.
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680 Paul Newman
Ten of the more general formations are summarized in table 1, where the
tone after the closed parenthesis indicates the tone-integrating tone mel-
ody, thus, -ai)lh, for example, means that the segmental suffix -ai is accom-
panied by an L-H tone melody, e.g., bokitì ‘bucket’ / pl. bo ⁄kìtai. The symbol
X serves as a space holder for some consonant or other which is described
in the explanations following the table.
Class 1: -oXi)h. Class 1 plurals mostly utilize a suffix -oCi, where the
vowels are fixed but the C is a copy of the preceding consonant (which, if
an alveolar or /w/, naturally appears in palatalized form before the final i).
This extremely productive class occurs regularly with basic H-L feminine
nouns, with feminine nouns containing the suffixes -(i)ya and -(u)wa, and
with various words of other shapes and gender, particularly in the case of
recent loanwords. Examples (with singulars in the left column and plurals
in the right):
An archaic variant of class 1 adds -a–i, where the third consonant of the
stem serves in place of the copied C. Examples:
Class 2: -ai)l-h. Class 2 is a straightforward, productive suffix normally
used with trisyllabic (and longer) nouns. It is very common with Arabic
loanwords. It consists of a suffix -ai with an L-H tone pattern. Singular
stems ending in a palatal consonant followed by a front vowel normally
depalatalize when -ai is added. Examples:
Table 1: Plurals
Major Class Example (sg.) Example (pl.) Gloss
1: -oXi)h taga ⁄ tagogi ‘window’
2: -ai)l-h dàlili ⁄ dàli ⁄lai ‘reason’
3: -aXe)h-l-h damo dama ⁄me ‘land monitor’
4: -(a)Xa)h-l-h sir ~di ⁄ sir ~a ⁄da ‘saddle’
5. -aXu)h-l-h gurgu⁄ gura ⁄gu ‘cripple’
6: -uXa)h-l hu⁄la huluna ⁄ ‘cap’
7: -anni)l-h fùre fùrànni ‘flower’
8: -aXi)h-l-h-h guntu guntàttaki ‘stub’
9: -u/-i)l-h kuje ⁄ra kùje⁄ru ‘chair’
10: -V
a
 fi -V
b
kwa ⁄∂o kwa ⁄∂i ‘frog’
gula ⁄ f. guloli ‘drum stick’ ka ⁄suwa f. kasuwoyi ‘market’
tasa ⁄ f. tasoshi ‘bowl’ tàtsunìya f. tatsuniyoyi ‘folktale’
fensìr ~ m. fensir ~or ~i ‘pencil’ kwàmìtî m. kwamitoci ‘committee’
’àkuya ⁄ (base //’awk-//) ’awaki ‘goat’
doki ⁄ (base //dawk-//) dawaki ‘horse’
tunkìya (base //tumk-//) tumaki ‘sheep’
àlmakàshi àlmàkàsai ‘scissors’
bokitì bo ⁄kìtai ‘bucket’
∂alìbi ∂a ⁄lìbai ‘student’
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Hausa 681
Many reduplicated nouns of the form C1V1C2C1V1C2V2 (where the coda
C2 may appear in rhotacized or geminate form) employ an internal -a ⁄- in
addition to the suffixal -ai. Somewhat surprisingly, this reduplicated plural
pattern is also used with a few CVC loanwords. Examples:
Class 3: -aXe)h-l-h. Class 3 plurals are trisyllabic, have H-L-H tone, and
end in the vowel sequence a ⁄ . . . e. The corresponding singulars are all di-
syllabic and have H-H tone. If the initial syllable is light, the suffix is -a ⁄Ce
(where C is a copy of the preceding syllable, often in palatalized form). If
the initial syllable contains a long vowel (monophthongal or diphthongal)
or the sequence VN or VG (where G = geminate), the suffix is -a ⁄ye. If the
singular has the shape CVCCV (excluding geminates), the a ⁄ is inserted be-
tween the second and third consonants. This formation is also used with
some words that synchronically lack a coda consonant in the first syllable,
but historically had one. Examples:
Class 4: -(a)Xa)h-l-h. Class 4 plurals all end in -a and have H-L-H tone.
The corresponding singulars are mostly H-L nouns ending in vowels other
than -a and having a heavy first syllable. If the initial syllable is open, the
suffix has the form -Ga (historically derived from *aCa with syncope of the
short a). If the initial syllable is CVC, the suffix has the form a ⁄Ca, with the
third stem consonant serving as the C. Examples:
kafìr ~i ka ⁄fìr ~ai ‘infidel’
kwàzazzabo ⁄ kwàzàzzàbai ‘gorge’
kyarke ⁄ci kyàrke ⁄tai ‘wild dog’
magogi màgo ⁄gai ‘grater; brush; eraser’
birbiri bìra ⁄bìrai ‘type of bat’
kwar ~kwa∂a kwà∂a ⁄kwà∂ai ‘top of horse’s head’
fiffike ⁄ fìka ⁄fìkai ‘wing’
gungume ⁄ gùma ⁄gùmai ‘log’
bâm bàma ⁄bàmai ‘bomb’
mîl mìla ⁄mìlai ‘mile’
(a) damo dama ⁄me ‘land monitor’
˚asa ˚asa ⁄she ‘country, nation, province’
(b) suna suna ⁄ye ‘name’
∫aure ∫aura ⁄ye ‘fig tree’
wundi wunda ⁄ye ‘large grass mat’
˚yalle ˚yalla ⁄ye ‘piece of cloth’
(c) ∫urma ∫ura ⁄me ‘rat trap’
kulki kula ⁄ke ‘club, cudgel’
buzu (< *bugzu) buga ⁄je (= buza ⁄ye) ‘Tuareg’
˚yaure (< *˚yamre) ˚yama ⁄re (= ˚yaura ⁄ye) ‘door’
taushi (< *tafshi) tafa ⁄she ‘type of drum’
babe ⁄ bâbba ‘locust’
mudu ⁄ mûdda ‘corn measure’
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682 Paul Newman
Class 5: -aXu)h-l-h. Class 5 plurals are similar to the preceding triconso-
nantal plurals except that the final vowel is -u rather than -a. Some of
these plurals, but not the class 4 plurals, allow an all H tone pattern as an
alternative to H-L-H. Examples:
Class 6: -uXa)h-l. Class 6 plurals add an H-L suffix, either -una ⁄, -uka ⁄, or
-uwa ⁄. (The choice of the suffix is partially required by the nature of the
preceding consonant and partially lexically determined.) Examples:
Plurals using the -una ⁄ suffix that have a light first syllable either geminate
the root-final consonant or else employ -CVC- reduplication in antepenul-
timate position. Examples:
Some plurals with the -uka ⁄ suffix also manifest internal -CVC- reduplica-
tion, where syllable-final /k/ invariably surfaces as a geminate. Examples:
The -uwa ⁄ suffix (which historically probably derives from *-uka ⁄) rarely oc-
curs except in light initial-syllable plurals with internal -CVC- reduplica-
tion. The reduplicated //Cuw// syllable surfaces as /Cu/. Examples:
reshe ⁄ râssa ‘branch’
dantse ⁄ (< //damtse ⁄//) dama ⁄tsa ‘forearm’
farce ⁄ fara ⁄ta ‘fingernail’
harshe ⁄ hara ⁄sa ‘tongue, language’
zar ~to ⁄ zar ~a ⁄ta ‘saw, file’
dutse ⁄ (< *duwtse ⁄) duwa ⁄tsu ‘stone, rock’
kurmi ⁄ kura ⁄mu ‘copse’
turke ⁄ tura ⁄ku (= turaku) ‘tethering post’
gi∫i ⁄ (< *giy∫i ⁄) giya ⁄∫u (= giya∫u) ‘tooth gap’
tu ⁄lu tuluna ⁄ ‘water pot’
famfo ⁄ famfuna ⁄ ‘faucet, water pump’
kàlàngu kalanguna ⁄ ‘hourglass drum’
˚auye ⁄ ˚auyuka ⁄ ‘village’
ra ⁄f i rafuka ⁄ ‘stream’
tsani ⁄ tsanuka ⁄ ‘ladder’
hannu hannuwa ⁄ ‘hand’
kûnne kunnuwa ⁄ ‘ear’
dami ⁄ dammuna ⁄ ‘bundle’
bàka bakunkuna ⁄ ‘bow’
ciki ⁄ cikkuna ⁄ = cikunkuna ⁄ ‘belly’
bashi ⁄ basussuka ⁄ (< //basuksuka ⁄//) ‘loan, debt’
cu ⁄ta cututtuka ⁄ ‘ailment, disease’
ha∂àr ~i ha∂ar ~ur ~r ~uka ⁄ ‘danger, accident’
gàri garuruwa ⁄ (< //garuwruwa ⁄//) ‘town, city’
haki ⁄ hakukuwa ⁄ ‘grass’
˚àshi ˚asusuwa ⁄ ‘bone’
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Hausa 683
Class 7: -anni)l-h. Class 7 plurals make use of a suffix -anni and an L-H
tone pattern. This is a basically unproductive plural formation limited to a
dozen or so, mostly masculine, nouns. Examples:
Class 8: -aXi)h-l-h-h. Grouped together in class 8 are various quadrisyl-
labic plurals with final -i and an H-L-H-H tone pattern. The penultimate
syllable is always light (short /a/) and the L tone antepenultimate syllable
is always heavy, either Ce ⁄ or reduplicative CVC. Some of these plurals add
a suffix -ani or -aki; others simply make use of the lexical consonants. Ex-
amples:
Class 9: -u/-i)l-h. Class 9 is a large productive plural class operating on
singulars that are typically trisyllabic (or longer). The class simply adds a
suffix -u or -i with an associated L-H tone pattern. A few -u plurals manifest
internal CVC reduplication. Examples:
The -u suffix is commonly used with derived locational nouns formed with
the ma- prefix, and with adjectival past participles (see 2.5.2.3 below).
fùre m. fùrànni ‘flower’
gwàdò m. gwàdànni ‘type of blanket’
wa ⁄sa m. wa ⁄sànni ‘play, game, joke’
wata ⁄ m. wàtànni ‘month, moon’
r ~àhoto ⁄ m. r ~àho ⁄tànni ‘report’ (English loanword)
ùnguwa f. ùngùwànni ‘hamlet, neighborhood, quarter’
fàrka fare ⁄kani ‘paramour’
farsa fare ⁄sani ‘split kolanut’
gàr ~ma gar ~e ⁄mani ‘large hoe’
guntu guntàttaki 
(< //guntàktaki//)
‘stub, fragment’
kaya kayàyyaki ‘goods, load’
suna sunànnaki ‘naming ceremony’
gar ~dama ⁄ gar ~dàndami ‘dispute, argument’
numfashi numfàr ~fashi 
(< //numfàsfasi//)
‘breath’
shawar ~a ⁄ shawàr ~war ~i ‘advice, counsel’
marmara mare ⁄mari ‘laterite’
Bàzazzàgi 
(base //zagzag//)
Zage ⁄zagi ‘Zaria person’
ra∂a ⁄ (base //ra∂ra∂//) ra∂e ⁄ra∂i ‘whispering, rumor’
giginya ⁄ gìgìnyu ‘deleb palm’
katanga kàtàngu ‘wall’
tàttabàra tàttàbàru ‘pigeon’
màgana ⁄ màgàngànu ‘speech’
wàhala ⁄ wàhàlhàlu ‘trouble’
∫àrawo ⁄ ∫àra ⁄yi ‘thief’ (with automatic palatalization of w to y)
gàba ⁄ruwa gàba ⁄ri ‘acacia tree’ (with dropping of the fem. ending)
ta ⁄barma ta ⁄bàrmi ‘mat’
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Class 10: -Va fi -Vb. This class includes a restricted number of di-
syllabic plural formations ending in the vowels -i, -u, -a, -ai. The corre-
sponding singulars are all basic common nouns. The endings match
those found in other plural classes. What is different here is that the pro-
cess seems like vowel replacement (ablaut), indicated by the double ar-
row fi, rather than suffixation. Nouns containing a feminative suffix
(see 1.2.1 below) drop the suffix before applying the ablaut rule. In the
first subtype (containing about 10 nouns), final -o (< *-u) and -a fi H
tone -i. The singular (and the resulting plurals) have L-H tone. Examples:
In the second subtype (also containing about 10 nouns), final -i and -a fi
H tone -u. The singulars have H-L tone (and the resulting plurals are all H-
H). Examples:
In the third plural subtype (containing just a handful of nouns), -i and -e
fi H tone -a. Many of these erstwhile plurals are synchronically now
treated as singulars. Examples:
In the fourth subtype (also containing just a handful of nouns) -i and -u fi
H tone -ai. Examples:
1.1.2. Definiteness
Unmarked Hausa nouns typically correspond to English nouns with an
indefinite article, e.g., yaro ⁄ ya fa∂a ⁄ ruwa ‘a boy fell in the water’; but they
sometimes translate with a definite article, e.g., sarki ya dawo ‘the chief
returned’. In contrast to this semantically wide-ranging bare noun, an
overtly marked form of the noun explicitly indicates that the noun has pre-
viously been referred to in the discourse, e.g., mù tàimàki yaròn ‘let’s help
the boy’ (the one we were talking about). This “definite article” is indicated
by a suffix whose form depends primarily on the number and gender of the
noun to which it is attached. Basically, the suffix is -1n with floating L tone
on plural and masculine singular nouns and -1r ~ with floating L tone (where
r ~ comes historically from *t) on feminine nouns, e.g., mahàukàcîn m./
ma’aikata mà’àikàtu ‘factory, place of work’
mafarauta màfàràutu ‘hunting-ground’
bu ⁄∂a∂∂e bu ⁄∂à∂∂u ‘opened’
gàsasshe gàsàssu ‘roasted’
kwa ⁄∂o kwa ⁄∂i ‘frog’ za ⁄bo m. = za ⁄buwa f. za ⁄bi ‘guinea-fowl’
fa ⁄ra fa ⁄ri ‘locust’ ka ⁄za ka ⁄ji ‘hen’
mashi ⁄ masu ‘spear’ rami ⁄ ramu ‘hole’
nama ⁄ namu ‘animal’ yatsa ⁄ yatsu ‘finger’
giji ⁄ gida ‘house’ (now usually sg., with pl. gida ⁄je)
kare ⁄ kara ‘cornstalk’ (now usually sg., with pl. kara ⁄re)
biri ⁄ birai ‘monkey’
wutsiya ⁄ (< *wutsì) wutsai ‘tail’ (nowadays pl. is usually class 1 wutsiyoyi)
zumu ⁄ zumai ‘close friend, relation’
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Hausa 685
mahaukacìyâr ~ f. / mahàukàtân pl. ‘the crazy person (m./f./pl.)’.4 When
added to a word ending in an L tone, the floating L tone has no effect.
When added to an H tone, the floating L attaches to the H and produces a
fall. (Stem-final long final vowels automatically shorten when the suffix is
added in accordance with regular syllable overload adjustment rules.) Ex-
amples (with the definite form on the right):
Note that plural nouns employ the -1n suffix whether the corresponding
singular is masculine or feminine, e.g., tu ⁄lûn m. ‘the water pot’, pl. tulunàn;
cf. ri ⁄gâr ~ f. ‘the gown’, pl. rigunàn and tagàr ~ f. ‘the window’, pl. tagogîn.
The general statement that - 1r ~ is used with feminine nouns is inexact.
It is only true of feminine nouns ending in the vowel -a (regardless of
tone). Feminine nouns not ending in -a, almost all of which are loan-
words, add - 1n instead, e.g., ma ⁄ge f. / ma ⁄gên ‘cat’, gwamnatì f. / gwamnatìn
‘government’, gwaggò f. / gwaggòn ‘aunt’, ùngùlu f. / ùngùlûn ‘vulture’.
1.2. Noun to noun derivation
1.2.1. Feminine formation
Hausa has two genders, masculine and feminine. The distinction exists in
the singular only. Most feminine nouns end in the vowel -a (a striking
exception being the word màcè ‘woman’). Masculine nouns end in all
vowels, including -a, and in consonants.
Nouns that specify living beings tend to have masculine/feminine
counterparts. In most cases the unmarked stem is masculine and the femi-
nine is formed by derivation from this stem, e.g., kuturu / kuturwa ‘leper
(m./f.)’ (common pl. kuta ⁄re ‘lepers’). There are two major formatives that
are used to derive the corresponding feminine nouns: {-nya} and {-a}.
The now unproductive suffix {-nya} occurs with a lexically specified
group of nouns indicating humans and large mammals. It has two pho-
nological variants. The first, -anya ⁄ (sometimes -Vnya ⁄, where V copies the
preceding vowel), is an H-L tone-integrating suffix that typically occurs
with disyllabic stems. The other, -nìya, which occurs with triconsonan-
tal stems, is non-tone-integrating. Examples (where the pairs separated
by / are [m./f.]):
4. For a discussion of this n/t/n pattern in Afroasiatic, see Greenberg (1960).
zobe ⁄ m. zobèn ‘ring’
zomo m. zomôn ‘rabbit’
tasha ⁄ f. tashàr ~ ‘station’
hu ⁄la f. hu ⁄lâr ~ ‘cap’
dawaki pl. dawakîn ‘horses’
wu˚a ⁄˚ e pl. wu˚a ⁄˚ ên ‘knives’
biri ⁄ / birinya ⁄ ‘monkey’
bara ⁄ / baranya ⁄ ‘servant’
boka / bokanya ⁄ ‘native doctor, herbalist’
dari ⁄ / daranya ⁄ ‘hartebeest’
zaki ⁄ / zakanya ⁄ ‘lion(ess)’
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686 Paul Newman
The formative also occurs with a few non-animate nouns. In some in-
stances, the masculine and feminine variants have different, but related,
meanings; with other pairs, the two gender forms are essentially equiva-
lents. Examples:
The suffix {-a} is an extremely productive means of deriving feminine
nouns as well as adjectives. It is a non-tone-integrating H tone suffix
that is added to stems complete with the final vowel and tone. Depend-
ing on the nature of the stem-final vowel, the suffix may contain a tran-
sitional glide, with or without an epenthetic short high vowel, thereby
appearing on the surface as -a when added to H tone -i, as -wa or -uwa
(with H-H or L-H tone) when added to -u or -o, and as -ya or -iya (with
H-H or L-H tone)5 when added to -e or to L tone -i. With stems ending
in a, the addition of the feminine -a operates vacuously. Examples:
The {-a} formative has and has had three important functions.
1. Synchronically, it serves to create required feminine forms in adjecti-
val inflection. Examples:
∫àrawo ⁄ / ∫àraunìya ‘thief’
jinjìri / jinjir ~nìya ‘infant’
màkaho ⁄ / màkaunìya 
(< *màkamnìya) 
‘blind person’
màraya ⁄ / màrainìya ‘orphan’
mùtûm / mùtunìya 
(< *mùtumnìya) 
‘person’
∂aci / ∂atanya ⁄ ‘bitterness’ / ‘a bitter grass’
ka∂e / ka∂anya ⁄ ‘shea-nut oil’ / ‘shea-nut tree’
kifi / kifanya ⁄ ‘fish’ / ‘(large) fish’ (f. variant uncommon)
zinar ~e ⁄ = zinar ~ìya ‘gold’
zobe ⁄ = zobanya ⁄ f. ‘ring’ (m. variant more common)
5. The variant -ìya has developed into (or is in the process of developing into) an inde-
pendent suffix in its own right. That is, it now occurs in a certain number of words where
it would not be expected on strictly phonological grounds given the preceding tone or
vowel, e.g., gàuraka ⁄/gàurakìya ‘crown bird’ (m./f.), jàkada ⁄/jàkadìya ‘ambassador, emissary’
(m./f.), àboki/àbokìya ‘friend’ (m./f.), gàjere/gàjerìya ‘short’ (m./f.).
∂alìbi / ∂alìba ‘student’
gurgu ⁄ / gurgùwa ‘a cripple’
ba ⁄˚ o / ba ⁄˚ uwa ‘strange(r), foreign(er)’
kàre / kàrya ‘dog’ / ‘bitch’
shà˚i˚i ⁄ / shà˚i˚ìya ‘full brother’ / ‘full sister’
kurma / kurma ‘deaf person’
fari / fara ‘white’
hutsu / hutsuwa ‘cantankerous’
tso ⁄lolo ⁄ / tso ⁄lolùwa ‘tall and skinny’
zungurere ⁄ / zungurerìya ‘very long or tall’
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Hausa 687
2. Synchronically, it is also used to derive feminine nouns from the
many masculine stems that do not make use of {-nya}.These include many
multicategorical words that function both as nouns and adjectives, e.g.,
tsoho / tsohuwa ‘old man (or father)’ / ‘old woman (or mother)’, also ‘old’
m./f., e.g., tsohon doki ⁄ ‘old horse’, tsohuwar ~ go∂ìya ‘old mare’. Examples:
3. Historically, this formative was added to grammatically feminine
stems that were not phonologically marked as such. That is, rather than
change masculine nouns into feminine nouns, the formative explicitly
marked feminine nouns with a distinct morphophonological shape. As a
result of this process of overt characterization, feminine nouns (apart from
a few exceptions and some recent loanwords) invariably end in -a (or -wa
or -uwa or -ya or -iya). Examples:
Synchronically, the feminative endings, as I prefer to call them, are fused to
the stem and constitute an intrinsic part of the lexical items. Occasionally,
however, the ending is dropped in morphological formatives. Examples:
1.2.2. Abstract nouns
Abstract nouns are derived from simple nouns or adjectives by the use of
three semi-productive suffixes: {-ci}, {-ta}, and {-taka}. The abstracts indi-
cate the general state or condition or ascribed attributes associated with
the underlying common noun. Examples:
bebe / bebiya ‘deaf mute’
ba ⁄˚ o / ba ⁄˚ uwa ‘strange(r), foreign(er)’
bàhago ⁄ / bàhagùwa ‘left-handed person’
Bàhaushe ⁄ / Bàhaushìya ‘Hausa person’
˚uru ⁄ / ˚urùwa ‘pony’
maye ⁄ / mâyya ‘sorcerer, wizard, witch’
mùnafìki / mùnafìka ‘hypocrite’
àlhaji ⁄ / hajìya ‘person who has made the hajj to Mecca’ (irreg.)
wuta f. ‘fire’ < *wuti f.
kùrwa f. ‘soul’ < *kùru f.
butùwa f. ‘poor tobacco’ < *butù f.
cinya ⁄ f. ‘thigh’ < *cinì f.
tsamiya f. ‘tamarind’ < *tsame f.
gàskiya ‘truth’; cf. gàske ‘truly’ (derived adverb)
zucìya ‘heart’; cf. zuci ‘in or on the heart’ (derived adverb)
da˚walwa ‘hen’; cf. da˚wa ⁄le (< base //da˚wal-//) (pl. form)
zangar ~nìya ‘stubble of corn’; cf. pl. zàngàr ~nu (< base //zangar ~n-//)
(cf. tàtsunìya ‘folktale’, pl. tatsuniyoyi with the feminative ending 
retained)
jahilci ⁄ ‘ignorance’ < jahìli ‘ignorant person’
almubazzar ~anci ⁄ ‘extravagance’ < àlmùbazzàr ~i ‘extravagant person’
mâita (< //mâyta//) ‘witchcraft’ < maye ⁄ ‘witch’
gùrgùnta ‘lameness’ < gurgu ⁄ ‘a cripple’
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688 Paul Newman
The suffixes are either attached directly to the stem (minus the final
vowel) or are connected by means of a transitional -Vn-, where the V is nor-
mally the root vowel or else /a/. The {-ci} suffix has an associated H-L tone
melody, i.e., L on the last syllable and H on all preceding syllables. The suf-
fix {-taka} has a set L-H-L melody, that is, H-L on the last two syllables and
L on all preceding syllables. The tone of abstracts with the {-ta} suffix is lex-
ically determined and not predictable. With trisyllabic abstracts, for ex-
ample, one gets H-H-L, L-L-H, and, less often, L-H-L, e.g., kuturta ⁄ ‘leprosy’;
nàgàr ~ta ‘goodness, uprightness’; bàjinta ⁄ ‘bravery, achievement’.
Which abstract suffix is used with any particular noun is strictly lexi-
cally determined. Many nouns allow alternative formations with equiva-
lent meaning, the preference being dialectal or idiolectal. Examples:
In a small number of cases, abstracts with different suffixes differ in mean-
ing. Examples:
aminci ⁄ ‘friendship, trustworthiness, durability’ vs. àmìntaka ⁄ ‘intimacy’
bàuta ‘slavery’ vs. bautanci ⁄ ‘slaving for someone’ (e.g., in a badly paying 
job)
∂ànyàntaka ⁄ ‘being uncooked, unripe’ vs. ∂anyanci ⁄ ‘impulsiveness’
mùtùntaka ⁄ ‘human nature’ vs. mutunci ⁄ ‘decency, humaneness; dignity, 
prestige, reputation’
(Note the idiom ci [lit., ‘eat’] mutunci ⁄ ‘humiliate someone’ [not ‡ci 
mùtùntaka ⁄].)
1.2.3. Languages
A semi-productive suffix {-ci} is used to produce names of languages, dia-
lects, and such. The suffix has the same segmental shape as the {-ci} ab-
stract formative; however, language names have all H tone rather than H-
L tone. Examples:6
dàngàntaka ⁄ ‘relationship’ < dangi ⁄ ‘kin, relatives’
tàgwàitaka ⁄ ‘twinship’ < tagwa ⁄ye ‘twins’
gùrgùnta = gùrgùntaka ⁄ = gurgunci ⁄ ‘lameness’
si ⁄r ~àntaka ⁄ = sir ~anta ⁄ ‘thinness’
zumunci ⁄ = zùmùnta ‘personal closeness, friendship’
gwauranci ⁄ = gwagwarci ⁄ = gwàuràntaka ⁄ ‘being wifeless, bachelorhood’
Filatanci (all H) ‘Fulani language’ (< Filatàni ‘Fulani person’)
(cf. jahilci ⁄ [H-L]) ‘ignorance’ (< jahìli ‘ignorant person’)
Jamusanci ‘German’
Katsinanci ‘Katsina dialect’
Lar ~abci ‘Arabic’
Sakkwatanci ‘Sokoto dialect’
Tur ~anci ‘English’ (< Tur ~ai ‘Europe’)6
Yar ~abanci ‘Yoruba’
6. In Niger, Tur ~anci means ‘French’ rather than ‘English’. The Tur ~- root originally indi-
cated any white person, European or Arab. The late Joseph Greenberg suggested to me
that the term Tur ~ai might have come from the ancient Phoenician city of Tyre.
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Hausa 689
Not all language terms are formed with the suffix. A few use a bare
noun, e.g., Ingìlishi ⁄ ‘English’, and, most strikingly, Hausa (not ‡Hausanci)
‘Hausa language’; but most, especially those spoken outside of traditional
Hausaland, are formed with a phrase harshèn X ‘language of X’ or harshèn
muta ⁄nen X ‘language of the people of X’. Examples:
In addition to indicating languages per se, this H tone {-ci} suffix also
serves to indicate the manner, style, characteristics, or attributes of the
source noun. Examples:
Some words carry both the language and the manner meanings, e.g.,
Filatanci (a) ‘Fulani language’, (b) ‘modesty, shyness (characteristics of Fu-
lani people)’; Kananci (a) ‘Kano dialect’, (b) ‘Kano style (regarding fashion,
dress, or speech)’.
1.2.4. Ethnonyms
Ethnonyms are words that indicate a person from a particular town (or
neighborhood), region, county, or from some ethnic group. They are
formed by means of a prefix bà-, commonly, but not obligatorily, accom-
panied by a masculine singular suffix -e (with associated H-L tone), e.g.,
Bàgumale ⁄ ‘man from Gumel’, Bàdàuri ‘man from Daura’. The correspond-
ing feminine nouns normally end in -ìya unless the masculine stem ends
in H tone -i, in which case the feminine form ends in -a. (This is in accor-
dance with general feminine formation rules described earlier.) Examples:
harshèn Ibò ‘Ibo’
harshèn Swàhilì ‘Swahili’
harshèn muta ⁄nen Habashà ‘Amharic’ (lit., language of the people of 
Ethiopia)
harshèn muta ⁄nen Rûm ‘Latin’ (lit., language of the people of 
Rome)
Bibisanci ‘language and delivery style associated with BBC radio 
broadcasts in Hausa’
fadanci ‘sycophancy, obsequiousness’ (< fadà ‘chief’s palace’)
fir ~’aunanci ‘despotism, ruthless and cruel behavior’ (< fìr ~’aunà 
‘Pharaoh’)
kar ~nukanci ‘quarrelsomeness, naughtiness’ (< kar ~nuka ⁄ ‘dogs’)
malamanci ‘language and/or mannerisms of traditional teachers’ 
(< malàm ‘teacher’)
Bàfulatàni Bàfulatàna ‘Fulani person’
bàgabàshi bàgabàsa ‘easterner’
Bàgo ⁄bir ~i Bàgo ⁄bir ~a ‘person from Gobir area’
Bàhaushe ⁄ Bàhaushìya ‘Hausa person’
Bàjamushe ⁄ Bàjamushìya ‘German’
Bàlar ~abe ⁄ Bàlar ~abìya ‘Arab’
Bàsakkwace ⁄ Bàsakkwacìya ‘person from Sokoto’
Bàyar ~abe ⁄ Bàyar ~abìya ‘Yoruba’
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690 Paul Newman
The formation is also used in a small number of instances to indicate a
person of a particular occupation or social group or a person having some
other inherent characteristics. Examples:7
Plurals of ethnonyms are indicated by means of a suppletive suffix -awa,
which is added to the nominal stem excluding the bà- prefix, e.g., Bàkatsine ⁄
‘Katsina man’, pl. Katsinawa. A few trisyllabic -awa plurals with a heavy
first syllable have L-L-H tone; all others manifest H tone throughout, for
example:
(a) dàtta ⁄wa ‘elders, senators’; Dàura ⁄wa ‘people from Daura’; fa ⁄da ⁄wa
‘courtiers’; gàr ~da ⁄wa ‘advanced students in Koranic school’; Hàusa ⁄wa ‘Hausa
people’; ˚àuya ⁄wa ‘villagers’; Tu ⁄r ~a ⁄wa ‘Europeans, white people’
(b) Kanawa ‘Kano people’; Nufawa ‘Nupe people’; Lar ~abawa ‘Arabs’;
Damagar ~awa ‘people from Damagaram’; gabasawa ‘easterners’; zawarawa
‘widows, divorcees’
The pairing of bà- singulars and -awa plurals is not entirely regular.
There are some singular ethnonyms with bà- that have plurals other than
-awa—see (a); and conversely, there are some -awa plurals whose singular
is not a regular bà- ethnonym—see (b).
There are two categories in which the -awa formation (normally with
all H tone) syntematically occurs without corresponding bà- singulars.
One is when the -awa suffix is used with a personal (usually proper)
Bàzazzàgi Bàzazzàga ‘person from Zaria’7
bàbamba∂e ⁄ ‘professional praise singer’
bàduku ⁄ ‘leather worker’ (cf. dukanci ⁄ ‘leather working’)
bàfada ⁄ ‘courtier’
bàhago ⁄ ‘left-handed person’ (cf. hagu ‘left’)
bà˚auye ⁄ ‘villager (naive person)’
bàmalike ⁄ ‘follower of Maliki school of Islamic law’
bàzawàra ‘widow, divorcee’
7. Zagzàg (or Zazzàu) is an old name for Zaria emirate. Nowadays, people use the
newer designation Zariyà for the place, but commonly still use Bàzazzàgi / Bàzazzàga for
the ethnonym.
(a) bàhago ⁄ bàhàgwai ‘left-handed people’
Bàbarbare ⁄ Bare ⁄bari ‘Kanuris’
Bàdakkare ⁄ Dakàrkari ‘Dakarkaris’
Bàfillace ⁄
(= Bàfillatàni) 
Fula ⁄ni ‘Fulanis’
bàtijjane ⁄ ’yan Tìjja ⁄niyya ⁄ ‘Tijaniyya sect members’
(b) ànnabi ⁄ annabawa ‘prophets’
do ⁄gari ⁄ dogarawa (= do ⁄gàrai) ‘emir’s bodyguards’
gar ~di ⁄ gàr ~da ⁄wa ‘advanced students in 
Koranic school’
kìlakì kilakawa (= kìla ⁄kai) ‘modern-day prostitutes’
talàkà talakawa ‘poor people, commoners’
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Hausa 691
noun to indicate followers or adherents of someone, often in a political
or religious context. Examples:
A second category is when the -awa suffix is used to indicate a place-
name (village, town, or quarter of a town). In this case the suffix is added
to a wide array of different nouns, common and proper. Interestingly,
although plural in form, these place-names are all treated grammatically
as feminine singular, which is the norm for the names of towns (e.g.,
[Tsanyawaf [tana ⁄]f nan kur ~kusa ‘Tsanyawa (it [fem.]) is just there nearby’; cf.
[Wùdil]f [tana ⁄]f nan kur ~kusa ‘Wudil (it [fem.]) is just there nearby’, vs.
[Kanawapl [suna ⁄]pl nan kur ~kusa ‘The Kano people (they) are just there
nearby’. Examples:
1.2.5. Expression of contempt
Hausa has a formation that belittles or expresses contempt for a thing or a
person. The closest equivalents in English would be the colloquial con-
struction pickle/schmickle or a phrase of the type the hell with the mayor. As
seen in hulo matà ‘the hell with the cap’ (< hu ⁄la ‘cap’) the expressive con-
struction has two components. Syntactically the expressive word is usu-
ally, but not obligatorily, followed by matà, which presumably is the
indirect object pronoun ‘to her’ (referring to mother). The expressive itself
is derived from a noun (or other part of speech) by the addition of a tone-
integrating suffix -o (all H). Examples (here I will just gloss the noun and
not try to provide the expressive meaning):
Not only can the suffix be added to simple nouns, but it also can be added
to compounds, the H tone spreading across the entire word. Examples:
The treatment of stem-final palatal consonants is inconsistent. Before the
-o suffix, /sh/ and /j/ regularly depalatalize to /s/ and /z/, respectively; /c/
Alasawa ‘people with connections to the family of businessman Alha-
san Dantata’
áadir ~awa ‘followers of Abdul˚adir Jelani’ (i.e., members of this sect)
Musawa ‘followers of Musa’
Sanusawa ‘backers of the former Emir Sanusi’
Yar ~imawa ‘people related to the royal family’ (< yàr ~imà ‘prince’)
Amaryawa a town/village  < amarya ‘bride’
Gabasawa a town/village  < gabàs ‘east’
Har ~unawa a town/village  < Har ~unà ‘personal name’
Tamburawa a town/village  < tambura ⁄ ‘ceremonial drums’
Tsanyawa a town/village  < tsanya ⁄ ‘cricket’
taga ⁄ tago ‘window’ Tàlatù Talato Talatu (female name) 
mùtûm mutumo ‘man’ Wùdil Wudilo Wudil (place-name) 
râssa rasso ‘branches’ kwàbbai kwabbo ‘pennies’
fa ⁄∂i-kà-mutù (lit., fall-you-die) fa∂i-ka-muto ‘crockery’ 
mân-gyà∂a (lit., oil of-peanut) man-gya∂o ‘peanut oil’
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692 Paul Newman
usually depalatalizes to /t/ but sometimes is retained as such, whereas /y/
is always preserved and never reverts to /w/. Examples:
Depalatalization of /j/ to an etymological /d/ is not liked. Preferred is to
keep the /j/ or alternatively to depalatalize to /z/! Examples:
1.3. Noun to adverb derivation
Many body-part terms, some locational and temporal nouns, and a few
other items have special adverbial forms indicating manner, place, etc.
These forms typically occur with the prepositions à ‘at’ or dà ‘with’, e.g.,
mashi ⁄ ya so ⁄ke shì à zuci ‘a sword pierced him in the heart’ (cf. zucìya
‘heart’); ba ya ⁄ yîn kome dà rana ‘he doesn’t do anything during the day’ (cf.
rana ‘day’). The derivation from the noun involves three general, though
lexically specific, morphophonological processes, namely, shortening of
the final vowel, change of tone to all H, and dropping of the feminative
suffix. A fourth lexically restricted formation consists of the addition of an
H-L tone-integrating suffix -a, accompanied in a few cases by shortening of
the initial stem vowel. Here are selected examples (the gloss is simply that
of the noun):
1.4. Noun to verb derivation
1.4.1. Verbalizer
A suffix {-ta} (with variant surface forms) serves to verbalize nouns (and
adjectives). Tone and final vowel are determined by the verb “grade” (see
2.2.1 below) and not by the derivation per se. Note that whenever the final
vowel appears as /i/ or /e/, the //t// in the suffix becomes /c/.) Examples:
fushi ‘anger’ / fùsatà ‘become angry’
˚asa ⁄she ˚asaso ‘countries’ 
yaji ⁄ yazo ‘spice’
Bàsakkwace ⁄ Basakkwato ‘Sokoto man’
àbinci abinco ‘food’
bayi (< bawa ⁄ sg.) bayo (not ‡bawo) ‘slaves’
kasuwoyi (< ka ⁄suwa sg.) kasuwoyo (not ‡kasuwowo) ‘markets’
gida ⁄je (< gida sg. + -a ⁄Ce pl.) gidajo = gidazo ‘houses’
gùdajje (< gudù ‘run’ + -aCCe past 
participle)
gudajjo = gudazzo ‘a runaway’ 
Noun Adverbial form Gloss 
yâmma yâmma ‘afternoon’ 
go ⁄shi go ⁄shi ‘forehead’ 
ido ⁄ ido ‘eye’ 
kûnne kunne ‘ear’ 
cibìya cibi ‘navel’ 
safiya safe ‘morning’ 
jìki jikà ‘body’ 
ba ⁄ki bakà ‘mouth’ 
nisa nesà (irregular) ‘distance’ 
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guba ⁄’ poison’ / gubànta ‘to poison’
gàjere ‘short’ / gajàrta ‘shorten’
sabo ‘new’ (< *sabu) / sabùnta ‘renew’
waiwai ‘rumor, hearsay’ / waiwàita ‘consider as a rumor’
zàmbo ‘cheating’ / zàmbata ⁄ ‘cheat, satirize’
This suffix is extremely productive and can be added to almost any seman-
tically appropriate nominal in the language, including recent loanwords
and compounds. Examples:
∂ali ⁄bi ‘student’ (< Ar.) / ∂alìbce ‘become a student’
hàr ~âm ‘forbidden according to Islamic religious practice’ (< Ar.) / 
hàr ~amtà ‘be forbidden’
jahìli ‘ignorant person’ (< Ar.) / ja ⁄hilta ⁄ ‘be unaware of or ignorant about’
ja ⁄gora ⁄ ‘a guide’ (compound noun from ja ‘pull’ + gora ⁄ ‘staff’ / ja ⁄go ⁄ranta ⁄ 
‘to guide’)
shu ⁄gàba ‘leader, president’ (< shìg- ‘enter’ + gàba ‘in front’) / shu ⁄gàbanta ⁄ 
‘lead, preside over’
A small number of nouns that themselves are nominalizations of verb
roots permit the formation of a new denominal verb by means of this suf-
fix. Examples:
aiki ⁄ ‘work’ (< àika ‘send on errand’) Æ aikàta ‘to do, accomplish’
∫àr ~na ‘damage’ (< ∫ata ⁄ ‘spoil’ + archaic suffix -na) Æ ∫ar ~nàta ‘to damage’
gyara ‘repairing’ (< gyara ⁄ ‘repair’) Æ gyârta ‘repair’
jira ⁄ ‘waiting’ (< jira ‘wait’) Æ jìrata ⁄ ‘wait for someone or something’
nufi ⁄ ‘intention’ (< nùfa ‘intend’) Æ nùfata ⁄ ‘intend’
The verbalizer has two main allomorphs -(a)ta, and -Vnta, the choice of
which is to a great extent lexically specific and not predictable. The -ta
variant is added directly to trisyllabic (or CVCVC) nouns, to some redu-
plicated nouns, and to a select number of diconsonantal, disyllabic stems.
Examples:
hanzari ‘speed, haste’ / hanzàrta ‘hasten’
˚àzami ‘filth’ / ˚àzantà ‘be filthy, terrible’
màraya ⁄ ‘orphan’ / màraità (< //màraytà//) ‘become an orphan’
tilàs ‘perforce’ / tilàsta ‘to force’
daidai ‘correct’ / daidàita ‘straighten, arrange, become straight’
shasha ⁄sha ‘fool’ / shasha ⁄ta ‘treat someone as a fool’
bawa ⁄ ‘slave’ / bâuta (< //bâwta//) ‘serve’
kwana ‘spending the night’ / kwânta ‘lie down’
kyâu ‘good’ / kyâuta ‘do good to’
Disyllabic nouns normally drop the stem-final vowel and add -ata. The
length of the non-final /a/ is determined by syllable-weight polarity: if the
syllable preceding the suffix is light, the /a/ is long (see [a] examples); if the
preceding syllable is heavy (CVV or CVC), the /a/ is short (see [b] ex-
amples). (Note: The length of the final vowel of the verb is grammatically
determined and is not part of the morphological process.)
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694 Paul Newman
With a small number of nouns, the suffix appears as -Vnta with an in-
trusive nasal. The vowel of the suffix is usually /u/ in the case of stems that
end in /u/ (or which historically ended in *u); otherwise it is normally /a/.
Examples:
1.4.2. Derived verbs of sensory quality
Parsons (1955) introduced the term “Abstract Nouns of Sensory Quality”
(ANSQ) to describe a set of some 60 semantically related disyllabic nouns
characterized by final -i, H-H tone, and a heavy first syllable. These nouns
indicate qualities of touch, taste, size, strength, etc., e.g., zafi ‘heat’, nauyi
‘heaviness’, zurfi ‘depth’. Most ANSQs can be converted into verbs by use
of a reduplicative suffix -aCa, where C is a copy of the stem-final conso-
nant. The tone pattern and the length of the final -a of the verb are deter-
mined by the verb “grade” (see 2.2.1 below). Examples:
1.5. Noun to adjective derivation
About half of the occurring ANSQs have corresponding intensive adjecti-
val forms, “Derived Adjectives of Sensory Quality” (DASQ), e.g., zafi ‘heat’,
zàzzafa ‘very hot’. The singulars of these DASQs are formed by means of a
low tone reduplicative prefix C1V1C2– or, more usually, C1V1G-, and an H
tone -a suffix. The word as a whole thus manifests a fixed L-H-H tone pat-
tern. The corresponding plurals, which are build on the ANSQ and not on
the singular adjective, are formed by adding a suffix -aCa with an associ-
ated H-L-H tone melody. Examples:
(a) bara ⁄ ‘begging’ / bàrata ⁄ ‘obtain by begging’
fushi ‘anger’ / fùsatà ‘become angry’
tsìya ‘poverty’ / tsiya ⁄ta ‘impoverish’
wàda ‘wealth, contentment’ / wàdatà ‘become wealthy, satisfied’
(b) ba ⁄ka ‘tray’ / bakàce ‘winnow’
˚arya ‘a lie’ / ˚aryàta ‘to lie, contradict, deny’
sammù ‘a spell’ / sammàce ‘bewitch’
tso ⁄ro ‘fright, fear’ / tsoràta ‘frighten’
(a) duhu ⁄ ‘darkness’ / dùhuntà ‘become dark’
gurgu ⁄ ‘cripple’ / gurgùnce ‘become lame’
gwame ⁄ ‘knock-kneed’ / gwamùnta ‘render knock-kneed’
ba ⁄˚ o ‘guest’ (< *ba ⁄˚ u) / ba ⁄˚ unta ⁄ ‘be a guest of, pay a visit to’
(b) fari ‘white’ / farànta ‘whiten, make happy’
hutsu ‘cantankerous’ / hutsànce ‘become cantankerous’
nisa ‘distance’ / ni ⁄santà ‘be distant from’
’ya ‘a free person’ / ’yânta ‘manumit’
fa∂i ‘breadth’ fa∂à∂a ‘broaden’ fa ⁄∂a∂à ‘become broad’
kaushi ‘roughness’ kausàsa ‘roughen’ kàusasà ‘become rough’
˚arfi ‘strength’ ˚arfàfa ‘strengthen’ ˚àrfafà ‘become strong’
za˚i ‘sweetness’ za˚à˚a ‘sweeten’ za ⁄˚ a˚à ‘become sweet’
fa∂i ‘breadth’ fàffa∂a / pl. fa∂a ⁄∂a ‘very broad’
gautsi ‘brittleness’ gàggautsa / pl. gautsa ⁄tsa ‘very brittle’
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2. Verbs
2.1. Inflection
The categories of tense/aspect/mood (TAM) are normally indicated by pre-
verbal markers rather than by morphological changes in the verb stem. For
example, the verb zauna ⁄ ‘sit’ appears as such in ta zauna ⁄ ‘she sat’, za tà
zauna ⁄ ‘she will sit’, takàn zauna ⁄ ‘she habitually sits’, bà tà zauna ⁄ ba ‘she
didn’t sit’, kadà tà zauna ⁄ ‘she shouldn’t sit’, etc. In two constructions, how-
ever, the verb is inflected and manifests a variant form.
2.1.1. Weak verbal nouns
In the “continuous” TAM (affirmative or negative) or when the verb fol-
lows an auxiliary verb, some classes of verbs add a weak verbal noun suffix
-1wa (L-H) that can be likened to English -ing. This suffix is only added if
the verb is not followed by an object, that is, if it is an intransitive verb or
if the object is not overtly expressed, e.g., tana ⁄ zauna ⁄wa ‘she is sitting’; mun
dainà buga ⁄wa ‘we stopped beating (it)’; me ⁄ suke ⁄ kar ~àntâwa ‘what are they
reading?’; cf. basa ⁄ kar ~àntà littafi ⁄ ‘they are not reading a book’.
The suffix is non-tone-integrating. It is added to the verb stem as that
stem occurs in a particular grade, complete with final vowel and tone. If
the verb ends in H tone, the floating L of the suffix attaches to it and cre-
ates a falling tone. If the verb ends in L tone, the suffixal L is absorbed
and does not surface. If the verb ends in short /u/, a property of grade 7
verbs (see 2.2.1 below), the floating L is unable to dock and thus does not
appear. Examples:
2.1.2. Imperatives
Commands are typically expressed by use of the subjunctive, a TAM that
is indicated by means of a bare L tone, short-vowel weak subject pronoun,
e.g., kù bari ⁄ ‘you (pl.) leave it’, kadà kì yàr ~da ‘don’t (you, fem.) agree’, don
Allàh, kà rufè ˚ofa ⁄ ‘please (you, masc.) close the door’. The verb itself ap-
pears as it would in any other TAM. However, in the case of masculine sin-
gular affirmative commands, there is a special imperative verb form that
occurs without any preverbal markers. The essence of this form is an L-H
tone pattern that replaces the lexical tone of the verb. (If the underlying
kaifi ‘sharpness’ kàkkaifa / pl. kaifa ⁄fa ‘very sharp’
santsi ‘slipperiness’ sànsantsa / pl. santsa ⁄tsa ‘very slippery’
kama ⁄ ‘catch’ kama ⁄wa ‘catching’
tafar ~fàsa ‘boil repeatedly’ (tr.) tafar ~fàsâwa ‘boiling repeatedly’ (tr.)
rufe ⁄ ‘close’ rufe ⁄wa ‘closing’
˚etàre ‘cross’ ˚etàrêwa ‘crossing’
sayar ~ ‘sell’ sayâr ~wa ‘selling’
tsoratar ~ ‘frighten off’ tsoratâr ~wa ‘frightening off’
komo ‘return here’ komôwa ‘returning here’
mammarka∂o ‘grind into puree’ mammarka∂ôwa ‘grinding into puree’
ta ⁄ru ‘meet’ ta ⁄ruwa ‘meeting’
hìmmàntu ‘strive one’s utmost’ hìmmàntuwa ‘striving one’s utmost’
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696 Paul Newman
tone of the verb is [L]-H, the imposition of the imperative tone applies vac-
uously.) Examples:
In the case of grade 2 and monosyllabic verbs, low tone direct object
pronouns fuse with the verb before the L-H tone pattern is imposed. (In
normal orthography, the pronoun is written as a separate word; I have in-
serted a hyphen here to show that the object pronoun functions tonally as
if it were part of the verb stem.)
Grade 2 verbs are also unusual in that they undergo a vowel change in the
imperative. In most TAMs, the “A-form” of grade 2 verbs, i.e., the form that
is used when no object is expressed, ends in -a. In the imperative, the -a is
replaced by -i.8 Examples:
The verbs ‘go’ and ‘come’ have special imperative forms (for many speak-
ers, in the singular only) formed with a postposed pronoun.9 Examples:
∫u ⁄ya! ‘hide!’ < ∫uya ‘to hide’
nì˚a! ‘grind (it)!’ < ni˚a ⁄ ‘to grind’
kàkkàr ~ànta! ‘keep reading!’ < kakkar ~ànta ‘to read many times’
ta ⁄shi! ‘get up!’ < tashì ‘to get up’
bìncìke! ‘investigate (it)!’ < bincìke ‘to investigate’
nànne ⁄mo! ‘seek (them) repeatedly!’ < nannemo ‘to seek repeatedly’
sàyar ~! ‘sell (it)!’ < sayar ~ ‘to sell’
sàuka! ‘get down!’ < sàuka ‘to get down’
ja! ‘pull (it)!’ < ja ‘to pull’
sa ⁄ce ⁄-ta! ‘steal it!’ vs. ya sa ⁄ce tà ‘he stole it’
(cf. gr1 ka ⁄ma ta ‘catch it!’ vs. ya kama ⁄ ta ‘they caught it’)
tàimàke ⁄-ni! ‘help me!’ vs. sun tàimàke nì! they helped me’
bi ⁄-mu! ‘follow us!’ vs. za tà bi mù ‘she will follow us’
ja ⁄-ta! ‘pull it!’ vs. kadà kù ja tà ‘don’t (you, pl.) pull it’
sàu-ta! ‘let her go!’ vs. mù sau tà ‘let’s let her go’
kàr∫i! ‘take (it)!’ < kàr∫a ‘to take’
sàyi! ‘buy (it)!’ < sàya ‘to buy’
tàttàmbàyi! ‘ask (many/often)!’ < tàttàmbaya ⁄ ‘to ask (many/often)’
tàimàki! ‘help!’ < tàimaka ⁄! ‘to help’
za ⁄∫i! ‘choose!’ < za ⁄∫a ‘to choose’
8. There are two plausible historical explanations for the final -i. The first, which I tend
to favor (Newman 2000), is that the -i represents the original lexical final-vowel of grade 2
verbs, a vowel that subsequently has been replaced by -a in the non-imperative A-form of
the stem. The other, preferred by Jaggar (2001), is that the -i is a direct reflex of a wide-
spread Chadic imperative marker of that shape.
je ⁄-ka, je ⁄-ki, je ⁄-ku ‘Go, get going (m./f./pl.)!’
ya-kà, ya-kì, ya-kù ‘Come here (m./f./pl.)!’
9. Historically the pronoun was an “intransitive copy pronoun” (ICP), not a postposed
subject pronoun. ICPs, which are widespread in Chadic languages (see Frajzyngier 1977)
have essentially been lost in Hausa although vestiges remain, e.g., mun je-mu ‘we went’.
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2.2. Verb to verb derivation
2.2.1. Grades
Verbs occur in eight morphological classes (with subvariants) referred to as
“grades” (here indicated gr0, gr1, gr2, etc., through gr7).10 Certain grades
have an associated grammatical/semantic characterization, but this is not
always the case; cf. ni˚a ⁄ ‘grind’ gr1 (neutral) with cike ⁄ ‘fill up, fill all’ gr4
(totality). Lexical verb bases may occur (“operate”) in any number of
grades depending upon semantic and grammatical appropriateness. The
verb sàya gr2 ‘buy’, for example, can also appear as saye ⁄ gr4 ‘buy up’, sayar ~
gr5 ‘sell’, sayo gr6 ‘buy and bring’, and sàyu gr7 ‘be well bought’; whereas
tso ⁄rata ⁄ gr2 ‘to fear’ can also appear as tsoràta gr1 ‘frighten’, tso ⁄ratà gr3 ‘be
afraid’, tsoratar ~ gr5 ‘frighten off’, tso ⁄ràtu gr7 ‘be frightened’.
Each grade has a distinct phonological specification defined in terms of
tone pattern and “termination,” which is usually a final vowel except in
the case of gr5 where it is -ar ~, e.g., dafa ⁄ gr1 ‘cook’, mùla gr3 ‘disappear’, ko-
yar ~ gr5 ‘teach’, gya ⁄ru gr7 ‘be well repaired’. The specific form a verb takes
in any grade depends on the syntactic context. There is an A-form used
with no object (either intransitive or object not expressed), a B-form used
with personal pronoun direct objects, and a C-form used with other direct
objects.11 A summary of the grade forms are presented in table 2.
Grade 0: Gr0 is limited to just ten all H monosyllabic (CV) verbs, termed
“monoverbs,” including ci ‘eat’ and sha ‘drink’, and four monotonal H
tone CiCa verbs that pattern with the monoverbs, e.g., kira ‘call’ and biya
10. The basic outlines of the Hausa grade system were set up some 40 years ago by Par-
sons (1960). Modifications in and expansions of the system (such as the addition of gr0)
are described in Newman (2000, chap. 74).
Table 2: The Hausa verb grade system
A-Form B-Form C-Form
Grade 0 -i H -i H -i H
-a / -o H -a / -o H -a / -o H
Grade 1 -a H-L-(H) -a H-L-(H) -a H-L-(L)
Grade 2 -a L-H-(L) -e L-H -i L-H
Grade 3 -a L-H-(L) / (L)-L-H ——— ———
Grade 3a -a H ——— ———
Grade 3b -i /-u / -a H-L ——— ———
Grade 4 -e H-L-(H) -e H-L-(H) -e H-L-(L)
Grade 5 -ar ~/-as H -ar ~ [dà] H -ar ~ [dà] H
(short form) -Ø [dà] H -Ø [dà] H
-she H
Grade 6 -o H -o H -o H
Grade 7 -u L-H ——— ———
11. There is also a D-form used before indirect objects. This presents special problems
and thus is omitted here.
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698 Paul Newman
‘pay’. The monoverbs end either in -i (which lengthens in the B-form), or
-a or -o. These verbs are all very common, basic words.
Grade 1: Gr1 verbs end in a with an associated H-L-(H) tone pattern.
When occurring before direct objects (the C-form), the final -à is short and
has L tone. Gr1 verbs are typically disyllabic or trisyllabic (or longer), in-
cluding some CVCCV verbs with initial falling tone that pattern with tri-
syllabic verbs. Gr1 includes monomorphemic as well as derived verbs, e.g.,
pluractionals and denominals. Examples:
Gr1 verbs are typically, but not exclusively, transitive. The grade includes
basic a-final verbs, e.g., ta∫a ⁄ ‘touch’, as well as derived “applicatives,”
which are often used before indirect objects, e.g., fa∂a ⁄ ‘tell to’, as in ya
fa∂a ⁄ matà la ⁄bar ~i ⁄ ‘he told her the story’ (cf. ya fà∂i la ⁄bar ~i ⁄ ‘he told the story’
with the gr2 verb form).
Grade 2: Gr2 verbs (termed “changing verbs” in older Hausa descrip-
tions) stand out because they manifest changes in final vowel and tone
pattern depending on the syntactic context. Examples:
Gr2 verbs are all transitive. Many of these are basic i-final verbs, e.g., ci ⁄za
‘bite’ (kàre ya ci ⁄ji yaro ⁄ ‘the dog bit the boy’), sa ⁄ta ‘steal’, gàr~ga∂a ⁄ ‘warn,
chastise’, ma ⁄maya ⁄ ‘attack by surprise’. The lexical -i is not immediately evi-
dent since the historically original final vowel only shows up in the C-
form (and in the imperative), whereas the traditional citation form used in
dictionaries and pedagogical materials is the A-form. Some gr2 are derived
partitives/separatives, e.g., hà˚a gr2 ‘dig up’; cf. ha˚a ⁄ gr1 ‘dig’, sùssuka ⁄ gr2
‘thresh part of’; cf. sussùka gr1 ‘thresh’.
Grade 3: Gr3 verbs are inherently intransitive verbs ending in short -a.
They have L-H-(L) tone, e.g., nùka ‘become ripe’, shìga ‘enter’, màkarà ‘be
late’, kù∫utà ‘escape’, tùmùr ~musà ‘wallow in the dirt’. With certain classes
of derived verbs, gr3 serves as the regular counterpart of gr1 in transi-
tive/intransitive pairs, e.g., fa∂à∂a gr1 ‘broaden’ / fa ⁄∂a∂à gr3 ‘become
broad’ (< fa∂i ‘breadth’); fusa ⁄ta gr1 ‘anger someone’ / fùsatà gr3 ‘be(come)
angry’ (< fushi ‘anger’); ˚aryàta gr1 ‘contradict, give lie to’ / ˚àryatà gr3
‘prove false’ (< ˚arya ‘a lie’).
There are some inherently intransitive verbs that are gr3-like but which
differ phonologically in some respects. The grade termed gr3a contains
a-final disyllabic verbs with a heavy initial syllable that manifest H-H
rather than L-H tone, e.g., ∫uya ‘hide’, ˚aura ‘emigrate’, girma ‘grow up’.
The grade termed gr3b contains intransitive verbs ending in short -i or -u
kama ⁄ ‘catch’ shânya ‘spread out to dry’
zauna ⁄ ‘sit down’ ˚ididdìga ‘calculate’
razàna ‘terrify’ yagalgàla ‘tear to pieces’
kanka ⁄ma ‘catch many’ zazza∫a∫∫àka ‘boil repeatedly’
farànta ‘whiten, gladden’
sun tàmbaya ⁄ A-form ‘they asked (someone)’
sun tàmbàye mù B-form ‘they asked us’
sun tàmbàyi malàm C-form ‘they asked the teacher’
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(and -a in one case) and having H-L tone, e.g., fa∂ì ‘fall’, wunì (= yinì)
‘spend the day’, haihù ‘give birth, have a child’, mutù ‘die’, ∫atà ‘get lost’.
Grade 4: Gr4 is a derived grade, containing both transitive and intransi-
tive verbs. These verbs end in -e with an associated H-L-(H) tone pattern,
e.g., ∫ace ⁄ ‘be completely lost’, har ~be ⁄ ‘shoot dead’, bincìke ‘investigate’, r ~a-
gar ~gàje ‘fall apart, disintegrate entirely’. As with gr1, the C-form, which oc-
curs before direct objects, manifests a short final-vowel with L tone,12 e.g.,
ya bincìkè màganàr ~ ‘he investigated the matter’. Gr4 verbs related to mono-
verbs employ a suffix -nye, also with H-L-H tone, e.g., shânye ‘drink up’.
Gr4 often indicates that the action of the verb has affected the totality of
the objects or has been totally done, e.g., cike ⁄ ‘fill up’, saye ⁄ ‘buy all’, cînye
‘eat up’. A second common meaning of gr4 is action ‘from’ in a separative
or deprivative (sometimes malefactive) sense, e.g., guje ⁄ ‘run from’, sace ⁄
‘steal from’, ˚auràce ‘avoid’, jânye ‘pull from’. With some verbs, the gr4 has
become lexicalized to the point that this grade form has driven out corre-
sponding basic verbs in lower grades, e.g., binne ⁄ ‘bury’, gar˚e ⁄ ‘close tightly’,
bau∂e ⁄ ‘swerve aside’, sullù∫e ‘slip from’.
Grade 5: Gr5 is formed by means of a suffix -ar ~ (< *-as) and all H tone,
e.g., fitar ~ ‘take out’, sanar ~ ‘inform’, koyar ~ ‘teach’, tsoratar ~ ‘frighten off’, wu-
lakantar ~ ‘treat contemptuously’, bayar ~ ‘give away’ (< ba ‘give’). Gr5 verbs do
not normally take direct objects; rather, the semantic objects are expressed
obliquely with the help of a preposition-like particle dà, e.g., ta koyar ~ dà
Hausa ‘she taught Hausa’, mun sanar ~ dà su ‘we informed them’ (where su is
an independent pronoun, not a direct object pronoun). When occurring
before objects, a few verbs (mostly CV and CVCV with a light first syllable)
allow a short form gr5 in which the -ar ~ suffix is omitted, e.g., zub dà = zubar ~
dà ‘pour out’, ci dà = ciyar ~ dà ‘feed’. Before pronoun objects, gr5 verbs may
appear with an ending -she, which reflects the historically earlier *-as form
of the suffix, e.g., na gaishe tà ‘I greeted her’ = na gayar ~ dà ita = na gai dà ita.
Traditionally gr5 was called “causative,” a misnomer for which the re-
placement term “efferential” has been proposed (see Newman 1983).13 This
grade has two main functions. First it serves to shift the direction of an ac-
tion away from the speaker, in a literal or figurative sense. Examples:
Second, it serves to transitivize inherently intransitive verbs with an ac-
tor/non-patient subject. Examples:
12. There is also a variant form with long -e in all environments that I will ignore here.
13. The real causative in Hausa is expressed syntactically, rather than morphologically.
It employs a structure “X causes (lit. puts) (that) Y do Z”; see Newman 2000, chap. 12.
zubar ~ ‘pour out, spill out’ < zuba ⁄ ‘pour (in)’
gadar ~ ‘bequeath’ < ga ⁄da ‘inherit’
sanar ~ ‘inform’ < sani ⁄ ‘know’
koyar ~ ‘teach’ < ko ⁄ya ‘learn’
turar ~ ‘push away’ < tura ⁄ ‘push’
∫atar ~ ‘lose, spend, squander’ < ∫atà ‘get lost’
fa∂ar ~ ‘drop something’ < fa∂ì ‘fall’
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700 Paul Newman
Grade 6: Gr6, the “ventive,” is a morphologically and semantically regu-
lar and straightforward grade. It is formed by a segmentally invariant suf-
fix -o with an all H tone pattern. This grade, which contains both
transitive and intransitive verbs, indicates action or movement directed to-
ward the speaker (or other deictic center) or done for the benefit of the
speaker. Examples:
Grade 7: Grade 7 verbs, all of which are intransitive, end in short -u and
have an L-H tone pattern. This grade, which indicates that the subject of
the verb has sustained some action, often corresponds to an English agent-
less passive. There is usually an accompanying connotation that the action
was done thoroughly. Examples:
In the continuous TAMs, where the verb appears in the weak verbal noun
form, gr7 generally indicates the capacity (or, in the negative, incapacity)
to sustain an action. Examples:
In addition, gr7 contains a number of lexicalized metaphorical verbs that
have a semantically specific reading that is not transparently related to the
base verb. Examples:
fitar ~ ‘take out’ < fìta ‘go out’
warkar ~ ‘cure’ < warke ⁄ ‘get well’
sayo ‘buy and bring back’
sato ‘steal for’ (cf. gr4 sace ⁄ ‘steal from’)
fito ‘come out’ (cf. gr3 fìta ‘go out’)
komo ‘return here’ (cf. gr1 koma ⁄ ‘return there’)
kirawo ‘call someone here’
bunku∂o ‘come out in profusion (of ants, pimples, etc.)’
janyo ‘drag in this direction’ (gr6 built on a gr4); cf. jânye ‘drag
away’ < gr0 ja ‘pull’
∂àuru ‘be well tied’
gya ⁄ru ‘be well repaired’
ta ⁄ru ‘have assembled’
wàda ⁄tu ‘have prospered, be contented’
r ~àgàr ~gàzu ‘have been fully smashed’
gya ⁄ruwa ‘(not) be repairable’
∂ìnkuwa ‘(not) be sewable’
˚e ⁄tàruwa ‘(not) be crossable’
sha ⁄wuwa ‘(not) be drinkable’
bùgu ‘be drunk’ (cf. bùga gr2 ‘hit’)
go ⁄gu ‘be experienced’ (cf. goga ⁄ gr1 ‘rub, polish’)
tà∫u ‘be crazy, touched’ (cf. ta∫a ⁄ gr1 ‘touch’)
˚a ⁄ru ‘profit, benefit from’ (cf. ˚ara ⁄ gr1 ‘add’)
∂ìgu ‘get on well in the world’ (cf. ∂ìga gr3 ‘drip’ and ∂iga ⁄ gr1 ‘pour
in drops’)
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2.2.2. Pluractionals
Verbs connoting plurality of action (“pluractionals”) are derived from cor-
responding non-pluractional stems by reduplication, e.g., tuna ⁄ ‘remind’,
tuntùna ‘remind many or often’, shìga ‘enter’, shìsshìga (where ssh repre-
sents geminate sh) ‘enter by many people or many times’.14 The plurality
often relates to the plurality of objects of transitive verbs or subjects of in-
transitives. Pluractional formation functions as a productive synchronic
derivation that applies to simple as well as derived verbs. Pluractionals po-
tentially can appear in all grades just like simple verbs.
Synchronically, most pluractionals are formed by a reduplicative prefix,
of which there are two variants, C1V1C2- and C1V1G-. The pluractional for-
mation itself is toneless, the tone of the resultant verb being determined
by the normal rules for assigning tone to verb grades, e.g., tuntùna ‘remind
many or often’ has H-L-H tone because this is the tone of trisyllabic gr1
verbs whether pluractional or not (cf. kar ~ànta ‘read’). Similarly, gàr ~gada ⁄ ‘in-
herit many, repeatedly)’ (< ga ⁄da ‘inherit’) has L-H-L tone because this is the
tone of trisyllabic gr2 verbs (cf. tàmbaya ⁄ ‘ask’).
The C1V1C2- variant copies the initial CVC of the verb stem. Syllable-
final alveolar obstruents undergo automatic rhotacism. In the examples, I
only gloss the neutral verb form; the pluractional is understood to add the
extra notion of many or often. Examples:
The C1V1G- variant copies the initial CV of the verb stem plus a conso-
nant that forms a geminate with the following consonant. Examples:
The above examples could all be analyzed as reflecting the C1V1C2- for-
mation with the application of a general phonological rule geminating
syllable-final labial and velar stops in reduplications. However, the gemi-
nate variant also appears in pluractional verbs (often as an alternative to
C1V1C2-) where the gemination is not required or expected on phonologi-
cal grounds. That is, what probably started out as phonological gemination
14. For a comparative study of pluractional formation across the Chadic family, see
Newman 1990.
kira / kirkira ‘call’
∫algàta / ∫al∫algàta ‘begin’
soma ⁄ / sanso ⁄ma (< //somso⁄ma//) ‘chip off’
taya ⁄ / taitàya ‘offer’
fizge ⁄ / fir ~fìzge ‘snatch’
kà∂u / kàr ~kà∂u ‘be spun, beaten, frightened’
kashe ⁄ (base //kas-//) / kar ~kàshe ‘kill’
buga ⁄ / bubbùga ‘beat’
je ⁄fa / jàjjefa ⁄ ‘throw at’
mi˚e ⁄ / mimmi ⁄˚ e ‘stretch out’
raba ⁄ / rarràba ‘divide out’
tokàre / tattokàre ‘prop against’
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with non-coronal obstruents has been morphologized into an alternative
allomorph. Examples:
CV monoverbs of course lack a C2: they all form pluractionals using the
C1V1G- variant. Examples:
There is another pluractional formation that is only used with tri-
syllabic verbs, plus a few triconsonantal CVCCV verbs. This is an archaic,
non-productive infixal formation that is in the process of being replaced
by the prefixes just described. This formation inserts -C2V2C3– in antepen-
ultimate position. Gemination occurs if phonologically required; other-
wise the original C2 manifests itself, either as is or in rhotacized form. For
purposes of the formation, CVCCV verbs insert an epenthetic vowel and
behave as if they were trisyllabic. Examples:
The productive CVC- prefixal reduplication (but only in the geminate
form) can potentially be added to these infixal pluractionals to produce
“hyperpluractionals.” Examples:
kikkira = kirkira ‘call’
fìffìta = fìr ~fìta ‘go out’
tuttùna = tuntùna ‘remind’
kakka ⁄ma = kanka ⁄ma ‘catch’
babbà∂a = bar ~bà∂a ‘sprinkle’
∫u∫∫ullo (not ‡∫ul∫ullo) ‘appear suddenly (in numbers or all over
the place)’
daddànne (not ‡dandànne, although /nd/ is a common phonologi-
cal sequence in Hausa) ‘press down, oppress’
mammarka∂o (not ‡marmarka∂o) ‘grind into puree or pulp’
ci / cicci ‘eat’ ja / jajja ‘pull’ zo / zazzo ‘come’
hà∫akà / hà∫à∫∫akà ‘swell’
ha˚urar ~ dà / ha˚ur˚urar ~ dà ‘enjoin patience on’
ma˚àle / ma˚al˚àle (= mamma˚àle) ‘get lodged’
rikì∂a / rikir ~kì∂a ‘metamorphose’
rikìta / rikir ~kìta ‘tangle, confuse someone’
tafàsa / tafar ~fàsa ‘boil (tr.)’
girma / girirrima ‘grow up’
hàifa / hàyàyyafa ⁄ ‘give birth, engender’
karya ⁄ / karairàya ‘break’
sar˚e ⁄ / sararrà˚e ‘intertwine’
tartse ⁄ / tararràtse ‘smash’
gir ~∂a ⁄ ‘uproot’ / gir ~ir ~r ~ì∂a ‘uproot many or many times’ Æ giggir ~ir ~r ~ì∂a 
‘uproot many all over the place many times by many people’
ma˚àle / ma˚al˚àle Æ mamma˚al˚àle ‘get lodged in’
za∫àka / za∫a∫∫àka Æ zazza∫a∫∫àka ‘boil, cook’
tartse ⁄ / tararràtse Æ tattararràtse ‘smash’
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2.3. Verb to adverb derivation: Statives
All verbs have a related adverbial form that denotes the state resulting
from the completion of an action, e.g., ya ⁄∫e ‘plastered’; cf. ya∫a ⁄ ‘to plas-
ter’. These adverbial forms are used as stative predicates in continuous
tense sentences, e.g., mala ⁄la ⁄ci yana ⁄ mìmmi ⁄˚ e à kân gado ⁄ ‘the lazy guy is
sprawled out on the bed’, (à) shìrye nakè ‘I’m ready’, lit., ‘prepared I am’ (cf.
shirya ⁄ ‘to prepare’). They also function as adverbial modifiers (often with
the preposition à), e.g., yana ⁄ tàfiya ⁄ à dùddù˚e ‘he is going along crouched
down’, kù kauce ⁄ wà bango sha ⁄fe dà fenti ⁄ ‘(you pl.) avoid the wall brushed
with paint’. These statives are formed in a completely regular manner from
the source verb, whatever its shape, by the addition of a tone-integrating
suffix -e with L-H tone. Examples:
2.4. Verb to adjective derivation: Adjectival past participles
Subject to semantic reasonableness, all verbs allow the derivation of cor-
responding adjectival past participles, e.g., dafa ⁄ ‘cook’, dàfaffe ‘cooked’.
These derived adjectives behave just like ordinary non-derived adjectives
in that (a) they function either as predicates or as attributive modifiers,
and (b) they obligatorily agree in gender and number with the head noun,
e.g., shìnkafâr ~[f] ba ⁄ dàfaffiya[f] ba ce ⁄ ‘the rice is not cooked’, sa ⁄taccen[m]
ho ⁄to[m] ‘a stolen picture’, ga ⁄gàràrrun[pl] ∂a ⁄lìbai[pl] ‘rebellious students’. The
formation, which is regular and productive, consists of the addition of a
tone-integrating suffix -aCCe (L-H-H), where CC represents a geminated
copy of the preceding consonant. (Note that alveolar obstruents automat-
ically palatalize before the front vowel.) In the feminine, the final e is re-
placed by -iya in accordance with normal feminine inflection rules. The
corresponding plural is formed from the masculine singular by means of
the regular class 9 plural suffix -u (L-H). (Note: in transcribing geminates of
consonants indicated by digraphs, only the first letter is doubled, e.g., ssh
= [shsh].) Examples:
cìke ‘filled’ cf. cika ⁄ ‘fill’
gìccìye ‘lying cross-wise’ cf. giccìya ‘lay across’
rì˚e ‘held’ cf. ri˚e ⁄ ‘hold’
sàne ‘aware’ cf. sani ⁄ ‘know’
tsùgùne ‘kneeling’ (position) cf. tsugùna ‘kneel’
wàr ~wa ⁄tse ‘scattered’ cf. war ~wa ⁄tse ‘scatter’
m. f. pl. gloss
cìkakke cìkakkiya cìkàkku ‘full’
dàfaffe dàfaffiya dàfàffu ‘cooked’
ga ⁄gàrarre ga ⁄gàrarriya ga ⁄gàràrru ‘rebellious’
gàsasshe gàsasshiya gàsàssu ‘roasted’
r ~ùbu ⁄tacce r ~ùbu ⁄tacciya r ~ùbu ⁄tàttu ‘written’
sa ⁄tacce sa ⁄tacciya sa ⁄tàttu ‘stolen’
yàgàlgàlalle yàgàlgàlalliya yàgàlgàlàllu ‘torn into pieces’
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2.5. Verb to noun derivation
2.5.1. Nominalization / verbal nouns
Most verbs in Hausa have corresponding nominalizations. Some are
gerund-like in that they indicate the action of the verb. Others indicate
concepts or things related to the verb, e.g., ˚ira ⁄ ‘a manufactured item,
manufacturing’ (cf. ˚era ⁄ ‘to forge’), ramuwa ‘revenge’ (< rama ⁄ ‘retaliate’),
curi ⁄ ‘a kneaded ball’ (< cura ⁄ ‘knead’). There are a considerable number of
morphological formations for creating verbal nouns. Some use the same
weak-verbal noun suffix that creates -ing forms of the verb as in yana ⁄
komôwa ‘he is returning’ versus ya komo ‘he returned’, some make use of a
suffixal vowel (with associated tone patterns), some add a feminine ending
(-iya or -uwa), and yet others use various less productive formations. The
choice of the nominalizing formative is lexically determined; there is ap-
parently no predicting which form is used with any particular word. Here
are the major formatives:
2.5.1.1. Weak verbal nouns with -1 111wa
2.5.1.2. Verbal nouns with -i
Tone is almost always H-L with disyllabic words, variable with longer
words. This formation is very common.
2.5.1.3. Verbal nouns with -e (L-H tone) 
This formation is very productive.
girmàmâwa ‘respect’ (< girmàma ‘to honor, to respect’)
guda ⁄wa ‘diarrhea (the runs)’ (< guda ⁄ ‘to hasten’; cf. gudù ‘run’)
iya ⁄wa ‘ability, mastery’ (< iya ⁄ ‘be able to’)
sada ⁄wa ‘reconciliation’ (< sada ⁄ ‘join’)
˚ware ⁄wa ‘expertise’ (< ˚ware ⁄ ‘be[come] an expert)’
ràsuwa ‘death’ (< ràsu ‘die, be lacking’)
gabatâr ~wa ‘introduction, preface’ (< gabatar ~ ‘introduce, promote’)
sanâr ~wa ‘announcement’ (< sanar ~ ‘inform’)
sasàntâwa ‘reconciliation’ (< sasànta ‘reconcile’)
∂auri ⁄ ‘knot, bundle/wad; an arrest’ (< ∂aure ⁄ ‘tie, arrest’)
fashi ⁄ ‘robbery’ (< fasa ⁄ ‘break, rob’)
gàr ~gà∂i ‘warning, admonishment’ (< gàr ~ga∂a ⁄ ‘warn, admonish’)
gini ⁄ ‘a building’ (< gina ⁄ ‘build, make pottery’)
kùmburi ‘a swelling’ (< kùmburà ‘swell’)
rabi ⁄ ‘a half’ (< raba ⁄ ‘divide’)
ràiràyi ‘fine sand’ (< ràiraya ⁄ ‘sift’)
zàrgi ‘accusation, reproach, blame’ (< zàrga ‘accuse’)
shiri ⁄ ‘preparation’ (with vestigial verbal suffix -ya ⁄ omitted) 
(< shirya ⁄ ‘prepare’)
dà∫e ‘a floor’ (< da∫e ⁄ ‘pound a floor’)
dàshe ‘transplanted seedling’ (< dasa ⁄ ‘transplant’)
fàntsàre ‘coarsely ground flour’ (< fantsàra ‘grind coarsely’)
màrkà∂e ‘ground peppers, tomato puree’ (< markà∂a ‘grind’)
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2.5.1.4. Verbal nouns with -e (H-H-L tone, trisyllabic words only) 
This formation is lexically restricted.
2.5.1.5. Verbal nouns with -a (tone H-H or H-L) 
This formation is quite common. Some of these verbal nouns are mascu-
line; others are feminine.
2.5.1.6. Verbal nouns with -o (tone variable)
2.5.1.7. Verbal nouns with -u (tone L-H or H-L)
This formation is lexically uncommon.
tsìme ‘ink made by steeping’ (< tsima ⁄ ‘steep’)
ya ⁄∫e ‘plastering’ (< ya∫a ⁄ ‘to plaster’) (cf. stative ya ⁄∫e ‘plastered’)
aure (with irregular H-H tone) ‘marriage’ (< àura ‘to marry’)
∫angare ⁄ ‘fragment, part, chip; region’ (< ∫angàre ‘chip a piece off’)
dun˚ule ⁄ ‘a kneaded ball’ (< dun˚ùla ‘knead into a ball’)
gangare ⁄ ‘downward slope’ (< gangàra ‘go down a slope’)
gewaye ⁄ ‘enclosure; latrine’ (< gewàya ‘go around, encircle’)
gutsure ⁄ ‘fragment, piece broken off’ (< gutsùre ‘break piece off’)
kuskure ⁄ ‘mistake’ (< kùskurà ‘be mistaken, miss a target’)
˚etare ⁄ ‘the other side’ (< ˚etàre ‘cross over’)
sassa˚e ⁄ ‘chip of wood, bark of tree cut off for medicinal purposes’ 
(< sàssa˚a ⁄ ‘carve’)
targa∂e ⁄ ‘sprain, dislocation’ (< synchronically non-existent verb)
aska f. ‘razor, pen-knife’ (< aske ⁄ ‘shave’)
˚ìdaya f. ‘census’ (< ˚ida ⁄ya ‘count’)
rawa f. ‘a dance, dancing’ (< rau (dà) ‘shake’)
sata ⁄ f. ‘theft, stealing’ (< sa ⁄ta ‘steal’)
shuka ⁄ f. ‘a plant’ (< shuka ⁄ ‘plant’)
tsìnkaya f. ‘foresight’ (< tsìnkaya ⁄ ‘see from afar’)
hawa m. ‘durbar; a steep place, riding’ (< hau ‘mount’)
yanta f.  ‘thatching, thatching grass’ (< yanta ⁄ ‘thatch’)
∂igo ⁄ ‘a drop; period’ (< ∂iga ⁄ ‘drip’)
dùr˚ùso ‘posture of kneeling’ (< ∂ur˚ùsa ‘kneel’)
goyo ‘baby’ (< go ⁄ya ‘carry baby on the back’)
karo ⁄ ‘collision, encounter, occasion’ (< kara ⁄ [dà] ‘collide/clash 
with’)
kwaikwayo ‘imitating, imitation’ (< kwàikwaya ⁄ ‘imitate’)
maho ⁄ ‘a patch on a garment’ (< mafe ⁄ ‘mend [cloth]’)
yàbo ‘praise, eulogy’ (< yàba ‘praise’)
zàto ‘assumption’ (< zàta ‘think’)
awo ⁄ ‘weighting’ (with vestigial verbal suffix -na ⁄ omitted) (< auna ⁄
‘weigh’)
kàftu ‘tool for making ridges on farm’ (< kàfta ‘hack/scrape with
shovel or hoe’)
kamu ⁄ ‘an arrest’ (< kama ⁄ ‘catch’)
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2.5.1.8. Verbal nouns with -iya and -uwa (tone usually all H)
2.5.1.9. Verbal nouns with -ko (tone H-H or H-L)
This formation is lexically restricted.
Four words add a suffix -mako (with associated L-H-H tone), which pre-
sumably contains the same -ko suffix.
Some verbs allow alternative, coexisting nominalizations with distinctive
meanings. Examples:
2.5.1.10. Frequentatives
The term frequentative is used for reduplicated verb-derived pseudo-plural
nouns that connote multiple actions or plurality of verb-related things,
e.g., sàssà˚e-sàssà˚e ‘repeated carving’ < sàssa˚à ‘to carve’, shu ⁄ke-shu ⁄ke
‘plants’ < shuka ⁄ ‘to plant’. These forms take either singular or plural agree-
ment depending on context and intended meaning, e.g., [kà∂e-kà∂en]sg
˚yàstu ‘steel for striking a fire, cigarette lighter’ (< ˚yasta ⁄ ‘strike
[match, flint, etc.]’)
musu ⁄ ‘denial, contradiction, argument’ (< musa ⁄ ‘deny’)
yagu ⁄ ‘a fingernail scratch; tear on a piece of cloth’ (< yaga ⁄ ‘tear, rip’)
datsiya ‘a dam’ (< datse ⁄ ‘block up’)
go ⁄diya ‘thanks’ (< gode ⁄ ‘thank’)
toshiya ‘a bribe’ (< toshe ⁄ ‘block up a hole’)
tsintuwa ‘something found by chance’ (< tsìnta ‘luckily find’)
baiwa (< *bayuwa) ‘gift, betrothal’ (< bai ‘give’)
rantsuwa ‘oath, swearing’ (< rantse ⁄ ‘swear’)
baiko ‘betrothal, engagement’ (< bai ‘give’)
biko ⁄ ‘attempted reconciliation by husband with wife’ (< bi ‘follow’)
farko ‘beginning’ (< fara ⁄ ‘begin’)
iko ⁄ (< //iyko ⁄//) ‘power, arrogance, ability’ (< iya ⁄ ‘be able’)
ranko ‘restitution, revenge’ (< rama ⁄ ‘pay back [good for good, evil for
evil])’
tarko ⁄ ‘trap’ (< tare ⁄ ‘intercept, catch up with’)
tsaiko ⁄ ‘roof frame’ (< tsay[ar ~] [dà] ‘raise’)
màimako ‘replacement, substitute’ (< màya ‘replace, substitute’)
sa ⁄kàmako ‘result, outcome (reward or punishment)’ (< saka ⁄ ‘pay back’)
sàmmako ‘early start in the morning’ (< ?)
tàimako ‘help, aid’ (< tàya ‘to help’)
aski ⁄ ‘a shave, haircut’ aska ‘razor, pen-knife’
dashi ⁄ ‘transplanting’ dàshe ‘a seedling’
koyi ⁄ ‘emulation’ ko ⁄yo ‘learning’
saki ⁄ ‘a divorce’ sàke ‘slackness’
sa˚i ⁄ ‘a woven cloth’ sa˚a ⁄ ‘weaving, honeycomb’
tsìnka ⁄ye ‘seeing from afar’ tsìnkaya ⁄ ‘seeing from afar; foresight’
wanki ⁄ ‘washing, the laundry’ wanka ‘a bath’
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mawa ⁄˚ an nàn [yana ⁄]sg damu ⁄na ‘the continual drumming of these musi-
cians [it] is bothering me’ vs. [kà∂e-kà∂en]pl mawa ⁄˚ an nàn [sun]pl bàmbantà
‘the drummings (i.e., different rhythms and beats) of these musicians
[they] differ (from one another)’.
Frequentatives are formed by means of a suffix -e with an associated L-
H tone pattern, the resulting stem then being fully reduplicated. Because
of the final -e, alveolar obstruents automatically alter into the correspond-
ing palatal. Examples:
Morphologically, frequentatives are built on verbal stems, including de-
nominal verbs containing the verbalizing suffix -ta. Functionally, many
of them serve primarily as plurals of corresponding (deverbal) nouns. Ex-
amples:
2.5.2. Agent, instrument, and location
There are three related derivational formations that make use of an H tone
prefix ma- in order to turn verbs into nouns of agent, instrument, or loca-
tion , e.g., mano ⁄mi ‘farmer’ (< no ⁄ma ‘to farm’), masassabi ‘farming tool’
(< sassàbe ‘to clear land’), majema ‘tannery’ (< jema ⁄ ‘to tan’). Given seman-
tic appropriateness, the same verb may allow two or all three ma-deriva-
tives, e.g., ma’àuni ‘person who sells corn by measure’; ma’auni ‘scales’;
ma’auna ‘place where corn is sold by measure’ (< ’auna ⁄ ‘to weigh’).
2.5.2.1. Agents
Agent nouns have three forms depending on gender and number. Mascu-
line singular nouns end in -i with an associated H-(L)-L-H tone pattern;
feminine nouns end in -ìya (H-(H)-L H); whereas plural agents end in -a (H-
[L]-L-H), e.g., mahàifi / mahaifìya / mahàifa ‘parent’ (m./f./pl.) (< haifù ‘give
birth’). Monosyllabic CV verbs insert an epenthetic /y/ between the vowel
bu ⁄she-bu ⁄she ‘blowing (making music)’; cf. busa ⁄ ‘blow’
gùje-gùje ‘running, athletics’; cf. gudù ‘run away’
gya ⁄re-gya ⁄re ‘corrections, repairs’; cf. gyara ⁄ ‘repair’
tàllàce-tàllàce ‘hawking goods, advertisements’ (< verbal base
//tàllata ⁄//); cf. sg. tàllà
tàmbàye-tàmbàye ‘repeated questioning’; cf. tàmbaya ⁄ ‘to ask; a ques-
tion (sg.)’
zàmbàce-zàmbàce ‘frauds’ (< verbal base //zàmbata ⁄//), ‘deceive’; cf.
zàmba ‘fraud (sg.)’
ci ⁄wàce-ci ⁄wàce ‘illnesses’ (< non-existent verb base ciwata) pl. of ciwo ⁄
dàshe-dàshe ‘seedlings’ (< dasa ⁄ ‘to transplant’) pl. of dàshe
kà∂e-kà∂e ‘drummings’ (< ka∂a ⁄ ‘to drum’) pl. of ki∂a ⁄
gàishe-gàishe ‘greetings’ (< gaisa ⁄ ‘greet’) pl. of gàisuwa
gùlmàce-gùlmàce ‘backbiting’ (< uncommon verbal base gulmata) pl. of 
gulma
so ⁄ke-so ⁄ke ‘criticisms’ (< so ⁄ka ‘to pierce, criticize’) pl. of suka ⁄
wàhàlce-wàhàlce ‘troubles’ (< uncommon verbal base wahalta) pl. of 
wàhala ⁄
ya ⁄wàce-ya ⁄wàce ‘walks, strolls’ (< uncommon verbal base yawata.) pl. 
of yawo ⁄
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of the verb and the vocalic suffix, e.g., masha ⁄yi / mashayìya (often /ma-
shâyya/) / masha ⁄ya ‘heavy drinker, alcoholic’ (m./f./pl.) (< sha ‘drink’). Like
all the ma- forms, agent nouns are built on verb stems. Many of these verb
stems are derivatives built from nouns by means of the verbalizing suffix
-ta, e.g., matso ⁄ràci / matsoracìya / matso ⁄ràta ‘coward’ (m./f./pl.) < tso ⁄rata ⁄ ‘be
afraid of’ < tso ⁄ro ‘fear, fright’; mahàukàci / mahaukacìya / mahàukàta ‘mad-
man’ (m./f./pl.) < haukàta ‘make someone crazy’ < hàuka ‘madness’.
Being nouns, these agentive forms generally take complements in nor-
mal genitive constructions, e.g., masàssà˚i-n kùje ⁄ru ‘chair maker’ (lit., car-
penter-of chairs), masàni-n Hausa ‘Hausa language scholar’ (lit., knower-of
Hausa). However with plural agents, the object directly follows the verb
stem without a genitive marker, e.g., masàssà˚a kùje ⁄ru ‘chair makers’, ma-
sàna Hausa ‘Hausa language scholars’. Similarly, when occurring with di-
rect objects, some monosyllabic verbs utilize a short form without the final
-i (and epenthetic /y/) and without the genitive marker. Examples:
The basic meaning of an agent noun is someone who customarily does
the action of the underlying verb, commonly as a profession, e.g., ma∂ìnki
‘tailor’ (< ∂inka ⁄ ‘to sew’). The semantic connection between the agent
nouns and their source words is generally evident. In some cases, however,
these words have a lexicalized meaning that is more specialized and more
restricted than that of the related verb. Examples (illustrated with the mas-
culine form):
Although ma- is generally described as a means of deriving nouns, some
agent forms (mostly derived from verbs containing the -ta verbalizing suf-
fix) function more commonly (sometimes exclusively) as adjectives. When
functioning as adjectives, these agents naturally agree in gender and num-
ber with the head noun. Examples:
2.5.2.2. Instruments
Instrument nouns containing the prefix ma- are formed by means of a suf-
fix -i and all H tone. Their plurals are formed regularly using the -ai (L-H)
suffix. Examples:
ma˚i ⁄ rawa ‘one who hate dancing’ (cf. ma˚ìyi ‘an enemy, someone
who hates’)
masha ⁄ giya ⁄ ‘one who drinks beer’ (cf. masha ⁄yi ‘a drinker, alcoholic’)
makàs dubu ‘king’s assassin’ (lit., ‘one who kills thousands’) (cf. ma-
kàshi ‘killer’)
marì˚i ‘guardian, foster parent’ (< ri˚e ⁄ ‘grasp, hold’)
mata ⁄shi ‘adolescent, youth (< tashì ‘rise, grow up’)
mazàmbàcin àl˚ali ‘a cheating judge’ (< zàmbata ⁄ ‘to cheat’)
mawuyacìyar ~ màgana ⁄ ‘a difficult matter’ (< wùyata ⁄ ‘to be difficult
for’)
mayàudàran muta ⁄ne ‘deceitful people’ (< yàudara ⁄ ‘to deceive’)
magirbi / màgìrbai ‘harvesting tool’ < girbe ⁄ ‘to reap’
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Generally speaking the meaning of the instrument nouns is transparent,
that is, a tool or instrument for doing the action of the verb; but in some
cases, the meaning is somewhat restricted or not so clearly instrumental.
Examples:
2.5.2.3. Locationals
Most (about three-quarters) of the commonly occurring location nouns
end in -a; the others end in -i. Some words allow either, e.g., magami = ma-
gama ‘junction, crossroad, meeting place’ (< gama ⁄ ‘meet’). Both formations
have all H tone. Only commonly occurring location nouns have corre-
sponding plurals. The i-final nouns form plurals with the same -ai (L-H)
suffix that the instrumentals use. The a-final location nouns normally
form plurals with the -u (L-H) suffix, although a few lexically specific items
require (or allow) -ai.
2.5.2.4. Lexically frozen ma- forms
There are a small number of words that have the shape of ma- derivatives,
but which synchronically must be treated as simple non-derived lexical
items. These forms bear a historical relationship to verb bases, but the se-
mantic relationship is often opaque or very specific.
The form of these words is that of feminine agents, e.g., matashìya ‘re-
minder, headline’ (< tashì ‘rise’). Semantically, however, they seem more
like instruments or things than they do like human agents. Moreover,
they do not form plurals in accordance with the regular agent pattern.
Examples:
muburgi / mùbùrgai ‘swizzle stick, stick for stirring soup’ < burga ⁄ ‘to
whisk’
madubi ‘mirror, eyeglasses’ < duba ⁄ ‘to look’
madogari ‘prop, one’s means of livelihood’ < do ⁄garà ‘lean on’
mafari ‘beginning’ < fara ⁄ ‘begin’
makami ‘weapon’ < kama ⁄ ‘catch’
masaki ‘large calabash’ < saka ⁄ ‘put’
maceci / màce ⁄tai ‘place of refuge’
makwanci / màkwàntai ‘sleeping place’
masallaci / màsàlla ⁄tai ‘mosque’
ma’aikata / mà’àikàtu ‘work place, factory’
makar ~anta / màkàr ~àntu ‘school’
mashe˚a / màshe ⁄˚ ai ‘winnowing floor’
mafarauta / màfàràutu = màfàràutai ‘hunting-ground’
maduddu˚ìya ‘low (back) door’ (< duddù˚a ‘crouch’)
ma∂amfarìya ‘tick’ (< ∂àmfara ⁄ ‘cling to’)
ma˚e˚ashìya ‘anemia’ (< ˚e˚a ⁄she ‘dry up’)
manunìya ‘sign, signal’ (< nuna ⁄ ‘show’)
masanìya ‘knowledge’ (< sani ⁄ ‘know’)
masokìya ‘spasm on the side of the body’ (< soke ⁄ ‘stab’)
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710 Paul Newman
2.5.3. Mutuality
Nouns indicating mutuality or reciprocity are formed from verb stems by
means of two suffixes: -ayya and -eCeniya. The suffix -ayya has an associ-
ated L-H-L tone pattern. Monosyllabic verbs insert an epenthetic /y/ before
the suffix. Examples:
In a few cases, these forms have become lexicalized with meanings that are
not necessarily mutual, e.g., bìyayya ⁄ ‘obedience, loyalty’ (< bi ‘follow’); ta ⁄-
rayya ⁄ ‘federation, partnership’ (< tara ⁄ ‘collect together’); tsàyayya ⁄ ‘persever-
ance’ (< tsaya ⁄ ‘stop, stand’).
Words with the suffix -eCeniya (where C indicates a copy of the preced-
ing consonant) have a fixed L-H-H-L-H tone pattern. (This suffix has a vari-
ant phonological form -aCCeniya.) Monosyllabic verbs do not use this
formation. Examples:
Many words (excluding those based on monosyllabic verbs) allow both
formations with no difference in meaning, e.g., kàr∫ayya ⁄ = kàr∫e∫enìya
‘taking turns in work or carrying load’, ma ⁄rayya ⁄ = ma ⁄rerenìya ‘slapping one
another’, ya ⁄˚ ayya ⁄ = ya ⁄˚ e˚enìya ‘battling each other, mutual warfare’. Some
words prefer one formation rather than the other, e.g., sànayya ⁄ ‘mutual ac-
quaintance’ (not ‡sànenenìya); tùnkù∂e∂enìya ‘repeated pushing away of
each other’ (not ‡tùnkù∂ayya ⁄); whereas with a few pairs, the alternative for-
mations have acquired distinct meanings, e.g., cu ⁄∂ayya ⁄ ‘mutual inter-
action, intimacy, washing one another’s back’ vs. cu ⁄∂e∂enìya ‘rubbing up
against and pushing one other’.
masoshìya ‘itch inducing disease’ (< sosa ⁄ ‘scratch’)
matashìya ‘reminder, headline’ (< tashì ‘rise’)
àikayya ⁄ ‘mutual sending of messages’ < àika ‘send’
ba ⁄yayya ⁄ ‘mutual giving’ < ba ‘give’
dàuràtayya ⁄ ‘being side by side, close to each other’ < dàuratà ‘be close
by’
gàbzayya ⁄ ‘struggle or fight that involves hitting’ < gàbza ‘hit’
hùjjàtayya ⁄ ‘laying down mutual conditions’ < hujjàta ‘set conditions’
ja ⁄yayya ⁄ ‘controversy, dispute, discord’ < ja ‘pull’
kìr∫ayya ⁄ ‘pounding on one another’ < kìr∫a ‘pound’
˚ìyayya ⁄ ‘hatred’ < ˚i ‘refuse, hate’
bùgegenìya 
(= bùgaggenìya)
‘exchanging blows’ < buga ⁄ ‘beat’
ràntsetsenìya ‘competing in swearing’ < rantse ⁄ ‘swear’
tùrmùsheshenìya ‘struggling on ground by 2 or more persons’ 
< turmùsa ‘throw to ground’
yàr ~jejenìya ‘mutual consent, agreement’ < yàr ~da ‘agree’
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